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ABSTRACT
The focus of this dissertation is the study of measuring light not by energy transfer as is
done with a standard photodetector such as a photographic film or charged coupled device, but
rather by the forces which the light exerts on matter. In this manner we are able to replace or
complement standard photodetector-based light detection techniques. One key attribute of force
detection is that it permits the measurement of light over a very large range of frequencies
including those which are difficult to access with standard photodetectors, such as the far IR and
THz.
The dissertation addresses the specific phenomena associated with optically induced
force (OIF) detection in the near-field where light can be detected with high spatial resolution
close to material interfaces. This is accomplished using a scanning probe microscope (SPM),
which has the advantage of already having a sensitive force detector integrated into the system.
The two microscopies we focus on here are atomic force microscopy (AFM) and nearfield scanning optical microscopy (NSOM). By detecting surface-induced forces or force
gradients applied to a very small size probe ( ~ 20 nm diameter), AFM measures the force
acting on the probe as a function of the tip-sample separation or extracts topography information.
Typical NSOM utilizes either a small aperture ( ~ 50  150 nm diameter) to collect and/or
radiate light in a small volume or a small scatterer ( ~ 20 nm diameter) in order to scatter light
in a very small volume. This light is then measured with an avalanche photodiode or a
photomultiplier tube.
These two modalities may be combined in order to simultaneously map the local intensity
distribution and topography of a sample of interest. A critical assumption made when performing
iii

such a measurement is that the distance regulation, which is based on surface induced forces, and
the intensity distribution are independent. In other words, it is assumed that the presence of
optical fields does not influence the AFM operation. However, it is well known that light exerts
forces on the matter with which it interacts. This light-induced force may affect the atomic force
microscope tip-sample distance regulation mechanism or, by modifying the tip, it may also
indirectly influence the distance between the probe and the surface.
This dissertation will present evidence that the effect of optically induced forces is strong
enough to be observed when performing typical NSOM measurements. This effect is first studied
on common experimental situations to show where and how these forces manifest themselves.
Afterward, several new measurement approaches are demonstrated, which take advantage of this
additional information to either complement or replace standard NSOM detection. For example,
the force acting on the probe can be detected while simultaneously extracting the tip-sample
separation, a measurement characteristic which is typically difficult to obtain. Moreover, the
standard field collection with an aperture NSOM and the measurement of optically induced
forces can be operated simultaneously. Thus, complementary information about the field
intensity and its gradient can be, for the first time, collected with a single probe. Finally, a new
scanning probe modality, multi-frequency NSOM (MF-NSOM), will be demonstrated. In this
approach, the tuning fork is driven electrically at one frequency to perform a standard tip-sample
distance regulation to follow the sample topography and optically driven at another frequency to
measure the optically induced force. This novel technique provides a viable alternative to
standard NSOM scanning and should be of particular interest in the long wavelength regime, e.g.
far IR and THz.
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In memory of my grandmother, Patricia Gray Sealey
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INTRODUCTION

In standard imaging, a detector such as photographic film or a charged coupled device
(CCD) is used to generate a spatially resolved map of the intensity distribution impinging on the
detector. Such detectors rely on the transfer of photon energy to produce a measurable signal.
For example, a CCD consists of an array of photodiodes, which rely on the photoelectric effect to
convert photons to electron/hole pairs which are used to generate a current proportional to the
incident intensity. The bandwidth of photodiodes is limited by the material band gap at the long
wavelength limit and prohibitively high absorption at the short wavelength limit [1,2]. Such
detectors have many advantages, particularly for detecting light in the visible and near-IR where
they are inexpensive, fast, robust, low noise, and operate at room temperature. However the
attainable resolution is determined by the size of the pixels or grain size of the photographic film
as well as the quality of the optics used to focus the light. Because these systems work in the farfield, such systems at best attain diffraction limited resolution.
To overcome this limit, a number of different techniques have been employed,
particularly in the biological sciences such as stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy
(STORM), photoactivated localization microscopy (PALM), saturated structured illumination
microscopy (SSIM), and stimulated emission depletion (STED) [3–5]. These microscopies rely
on preparing fluorescent tags with specific properties which are subsequently attached to the
structures of interest. Another possibility is to use a device called a near-field scanning optical
microscope (NSOM) which is able to achieve sub-diffraction limited imaging by scanning a very
sharp probe in the near-field of a sample where high spatial resolution data is contained. The
small probe acts to convert some of the evanescent waves into propagating waves which may be
1

detected in the far field. Because of the very low light levels involved, typically a
photomultiplier tube (PMT) or avalanche photodiode (APD) is used to detect the light. These
differ from standard photodetectors used in CCDs by amplifying the signal by inducing a
cascade effect whereby one electron may generate many electrons and thus a measureable
signal [1,2].
By their nature, these detectors are relatively narrowband. Additionally, the detection of
long wavelengths requires a very small band gap so that electrons may be promoted from the
valence to the conduction band. As this band gap narrows in the infrared, it becomes increasingly
probable for an electron to be promoted by thermal excitation; thus cooling becomes
necessary [1,2]. Even more difficult is the realization of sensitive, cost effective detectors in the
THz [6].
This argues for the need to detect photons via alternate means. One means is to use socalled thermal detectors, which rely on using a thermally sensitive material to detect light via
heat generated by absorption of the photons. Such detectors can be very broadband and have a
relatively flat sensitivity, limited by the absorption characteristics of the material. However, their
response times are quite long – on the order of milliseconds [7].
Another possibility is to detect light not by energy transfer or absorption, but rather by
measuring optically induced forces. This force may have different origins such as radiation
pressure or gradients of intensity.
A well calibrated optical trap, as is done in photon force microscopy, may be used to
perform force measurements [8,9]. However, another sensitive force detector is a cantilever or
tuning fork, particularly when operated on or near its resonance frequency. This is the type of
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detection studied in this dissertation. As we discuss in detail, such detectors may be detect light
via two mechanisms, first by the direct excitation of induced oscillations and second by the
changes in effective resonance properties of an externally driven cantilever when exposed to a
force gradient over the probe oscillation cycle. Note that this force gradient is different from the
gradient force. The force gradient arises from a gradient in any force, for example a gradient in
the radiation pressure or a gradient in the gradient force.
The primary advantage of measuring electromagnetic field distributions via force
detection is that a well designed single detector may in principle be used to detect radiation from
a large band of frequencies from the THz to the visible and beyond. Indeed such detection is of
particular interest in the far-IR and THz regimes where a relative lack of alternatives exists. All
that is required is that the photons interact with the probe. Unlike thermal detectors, even a probe
which is transparent at the wavelength of interest can be used and, additionally, tuning forks can
be dramatically more sensitive to radiation modulated on resonance; in other words they
effectively filter noise and off-resonance radiation with higher Q factors corresponding to
sharper filters with stronger suppression of off-resonance radiation. To this end, oscillators with
Q factors of nearly 1010 have been demonstrated with whispering gallery mode resonators [9].
This dissertation focuses on the use of optical force detection to infer properties of light
in the near-field. Specifically discussed is the presence and influence of optically induced forces
in scanning probe microscopy. We show that these forces can be accurately detected either by
examining force gradient induced changes in the resonance conditions of the tuning fork on
which the probe is attached or by directly measuring the optical force-induced driving of the
tuning fork.
3

In the practice of AFM and NSOM, a common assumption is that the only additional
external force gradients acting on a dielectric probe when it is brought into proximity with a
dielectric sample surface are due to the interaction of the probe with the surface, for example
from van der Waals/Casimir forces. However, light in addition to emitting photons also exerts a
force upon the matter with which it interacts. Even for moderate illumination intensities, these
forces are of similar strength to Casimir forces at a tip-sample separation on the order of 20 nm
away. As we discuss later, such separations are commonly found in standard scanning probe
systems. Therefore, as we demonstrate in this dissertation, these forces may significantly
contribute to the measured force gradient.
Before we show this demonstration, however, we first provide the necessary background
in Chapter 2, where we provide a brief overview of the different options available for atomic
force microscope (AFM) and near-field scanning optical microscope (NSOM) systems,
previously reported non-optically induced force related artifacts in NSOM measurements, the
specific system we use for our measurements along with a description of forces acting in SPM
systems with a focus on van der Waals/Casimir forces. In this chapter the description of AFM
and NSOM systems is broad in order to encompass as many different systems as possible. We do
this because the focus of this research is on optically induced effects on an NSOM; i.e. the
NSOM is not a device we use to measure a sample we are studying; it is the device under study.
Even though we study only one system, the information in Chapter 2 is used to help us build the
framework necessary to generalize whether we expect to see similar results for other available
systems.
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Optical effects on scanning probes can have different origins particularly thermally
induced effects, and Chapter 3 provides an overview of previous reports of artifacts present in
SPM systems.
Chapter 4 presents experimental evidence for the existence of optically induced forces in
NSOM scans. We demonstrate that these effects can induce significant artifacts when measuring
optical near-fields; however, once acknowledged they can be accounted for.
The optically induced forces can offer additional measurement possibilities. Next we
focus on taking advantage of their inherent presence. In Chapter 5, we demonstrate the
quantitative extraction of the optically induced force acting on the probe. In performing this
extraction we are able to determine the tip-sample separation at closest approach, a quantity
which is often unknown and typically difficult to determine [8,9]. Knowledge of this quantity
permits quantitative extraction of the forces acting on the probe as well as more conclusive
correspondence between experimental data and theoretical models.
In Chapter 6 we demonstrate that, in the near field, the NSOM and force detection
procedures can be complementary. We show that these detection modalities can be operated
simultaneously to practically double the amount of collected information without increasing the
complexity of the experiment.
Finally, in Chapter 7 we establish the use of force detection as an alternative to NSOM
detection. In contrast to the previous chapters where we detected optically induced forces by
following optical force gradient induced changes produced in the resonance properties of the
tuning fork, here, we demonstrate that a direct excitation of oscillations in the probe is possible
and can be induced by modulating the intensity of light interacting with the tuning fork. The
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advantages and disadvantages of this direct excitation in comparison with the indirect resonance
shift detection are discussed along with a comparison to standard NSOM imaging modalities.
In standard microscopy and imaging, only the field transformations and detector
sensitivity must be known in order to characterize the incident intensity distributions. The
primary downside of this approach is that the resulting resolution is diffraction limited. NSOM is
able to overcome this limit, enabling the measurement of high resolution data. Intrinsic to this
measurement is a much richer spectrum of collected information, including the optically induced
force effects discussed here. While those interested in using NSOM to obtain high resolution
images analogous to standard microscopy may regard the probe’s sensitivity to optically induced
forces as an artifact to be contended with, we demonstrate that such sensitivity provides, in fact,
means to replace or complement standard NSOM measurements, resulting in a wealth of
additional information.
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2

SCANNING PROBE MICROSCOPY

Scanning probe microscopy (SPM) encompasses a wide range of microscopies which
utilize a sharp probe to perform high resolution scans to locally map a desired property on a
point by point basis. Specific examples include atomic force microscopy (AFM), near-field
scanning optical microscopy (NSOM), magnetic force microscopy (MFM), Kelvin probe force
microscopy (KPFM) and electrostatic force microscopy (EFM). Each of these microscopies
measures a different physical quantity with a resolution which depends on the specific probe
being utilized, the sample under study and a host of environmental considerations such as
whether the scan is performed in vacuum or ambient conditions. We discuss a representative
sample of these in section 2.6. While many SPMs exist, the focus of this work is AFM and
NSOM.
Standard AFM and NSOM probes are fabricated using techniques such as pulling optical
fibers, chemical etching, and nanofabrication [10,11]. Applying a metal coating at an oblique
angle with respect to the tip allows us to confine light within the tip while keeping the aperture
open, creating aperture NSOM (a-NSOM) probes [10]. Scattering NSOM (s-NSOM) typically
utilizes metal or metal coated AFM probes in order measure a relatively strong near-field light
signal over a very small volume. AFM scans are typically performed with uncoated probes in
order to maximize the attainable resolution.
The variety of signals which may be measured locally using scanning probe microscopes
is limited only to the imagination and technical prowess of the probe manufacturer. Depending
on how the probes are fabricated, they may be used to detect a host of physical quantities at the
nanoscale. Limiting oneself to pulled nanopipette probes, a standard one may be used for
7

nanoscale delivery of glasses or liquids, housing fluorophores in a small volume or delivering
high power laser light. A metal wire may be added to the pipette to create an electrochemical
sensor; then by coating the outside of the pipette with metal, a nanoscale thermocouple or coaxial
cable can be realized. Using a dual channel pipette, two electrically isolated wires can be pulled
and used either to measure thermal conductivity, capacitance or resistance on the nanoscale or
alternatively as nanoscale tweezers [12]. On a lighter note, the cantilever of a SPM probe can
also be used as a base for mounting micro-scale figurines [13].
Different operating modalities have been developed for AFM and NSOM to explore a
host of physical phenomena. In this chapter, we provide an introduction to many of the options
available. Good overviews of many of the topics discussed in this chapter may be found in,
e.g. [10,14–16]. Because SPMs are by their nature interaction microscopies, the exact
configuration of the microscope is critical in determining what precisely is measured.
2.1

Common features of SPMs

Scanning probe microscopies sacrifice the ability to collect data in parallel in order to
achieve higher spatial resolution by sampling the physical quantity of interest point by point with
a sharp probe. They are by their nature interaction microscopies; thus determination of what they
measure must be done in a self-consistent manner. These microscopies have opened up the
possibility to explore numerous phenomena on more localized scales than otherwise would be
possible at the expense that interpreting the collected data is relatively challenging. Indeed,
significant attention has been devoted to understanding exactly what these microscopes measure
as well as the artifacts which might skew the correct interpretation of the collected data.
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In the rest of the section we delve into the details of how representative samples of SPMs
differ. In essence the difference lies in the precise physical phenomena which act as the
predominant contributor(s) in the interaction between the tip and the sample. However in all
cases the fundamental mechanics of the measurement remain the same.
2.2

Different operation modalities for atomic force microscopy

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a technique which is used for the nanoscale detection
of forces. Typical force sensitivity is on the order of piconewtons, but probes with sensitivity at
least down to the attonewton force scale have been reported [17]. Using this device, it is possible
to image samples even down to the single atom level [18].
This section provides an overview of the many different options available in commercial
AFMs. As with the rest of this chapter, this section is not meant to be exhaustive but rather is
intended to provide an overview of important types of AFM devices.
2.2.1

Cantilever vs. tuning fork

The first major option at the user’s disposal is whether the probe is mounted to a tuning
fork or a cantilever. These two options provide complementary methods to sensitively detect
external forces and thus provide the vital sensing necessary in the operation of an atomic force
microscope.
The first option is a cantilever based system. A typically experimental setup is shown in
Figure 2-1. Here a probe with a small aperture ( d ~ 20 nm ) is mounted to the end of a
cantilever. Information about the surface topography is provided by a laser which bounces off of
the back of this cantilever and onto a two or four section photodiode diode, where a two section
9

diode will determine the vertical deflection of the cantilever and a four section photodiode will
also detect friction via the torsion of the probe [19]. This cantilever may either be operated in
static mode or electrically driven near its resonance frequency and operated in either non-contact
or intermittent contact mode.
friction
deflection
laser

photodiode

cantilever

sample

Figure 2-1: Typical cantilever based AFM.
Alternatively, the probe can be attached to one of the arms of a tuning fork which is
electrically driven near its resonance frequency. This system operates very similarly to the
cantilever based system except that the feedback is entirely electrical. Depending on whether
there is a bend in the fiber or not, the tuning fork may be either operated in normal force or shear
force mode. With normal force the tuning fork is more or less parallel to the sample, shown in
Figure 2-2(a), so that the tip oscillates predominately perpendicular to the sample; for shear
force, shown in Figure 2-2(b), the tuning fork oscillates predominantly parallel to the sample.
Because this device must be electrically driven, it is only able to operate in intermittent contact
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or non-contact mode. Details about the signals which may be measured are discussed in more
detail in section 2.2.3..

(a)

(b)

Figure 2-2: Tip mounted in a (a) normal force and (b) shear force mode.
2.2.2

Contact vs. intermittent contact vs. non-contact

The next option is what kind of contact the probe makes with the sample. Three primary
options exist: contact, non-contact and intermittent contact mode [20]. A cantilever may either be
electrically driven in intermittent contact or non-contact mode or remain static in contact mode,
but a tuning fork must be electrically driven in either intermittent contact or non-contact.
In contact mode a tip is brought in physical contact with the surface and then dragged
along the sample during the course of a scan. The cantilever responds to changes in the
topography, i.e. changes in the force applied to the cantilever, by deflecting. Typically feedback
is used to maintain a constant deflection on the cantilever thus keeping the tip sample separation
constant, thereby permitting one to measure a map of the local topography. Alternatively, the
feedback may be turned off and the deflection measured. Because the excursions of the
cantilever during a scan are small, the externally applied force is relatively straightforward to
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determine. This is a huge advantage of contact mode scans. However because the tip is
physically brought into contact and remains in contact for the duration of the scan, this type of
scan is relatively abusive to both the tip and sample. Therefore this modality is particularly illsuited to scan very soft samples such as biological samples. In addition, an appropriate filter
must be added before the NSOM signal photodetector in order to block stray light from the beam
bounce laser.
Alternatively, one can scan in non-contact mode. In this modality, a tip is oscillated near
its resonance frequency with very small oscillation amplitude (typically less than 10 nm ). This
tip is then brought close to the sample surface without coming into contact with it. The tipsample separation may be regulated based on changes in the amplitude or phase of cantilever at
the driving frequency or the frequency shift/dissipation in the cantilever, as described in the next
section. Because contact is not made, neither the probe nor the sample is worn or damaged due to
the other. However, in ambient conditions, a thin layer of water forms on a surface, which, in
non-contact mode, affects the measured topography. Therefore this type of scan is typically only
performed in vacuum.
A compromise between these two options is a technique called intermittent contact mode.
This modality operates similarly to non-contact mode except that the tip oscillation amplitude is
much higher, typically tens of nanometers. Because of this much high oscillation amplitude, the
restoring force is strong enough that the tip is able to come in physical contact with the sample
and then overcome the strong attractive forces close to the sample and pull away. Thus the tip is
able to penetrate the surface water layer and image the sample underneath. Because such a
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technique is less damaging to the probe and sample as compared with contract mode AFM and
yet is able to image the sample in ambient conditions, it is a popular imaging modality.
2.2.3

Amplitude/phase vs. frequency shift/dissipation feedback

For oscillating probes, several different signals may be utilized to collect data about the
system properties or provide feedback control. For driven cantilevers, either amplitude or phase
signals may be utilized. Tuning fork based systems may also utilize the complementary
frequency shift or dissipation signals. Additional information about a sample may be gleaned by
either reading both signals or maintaining a feedback loop based on one and reading the other.
Here we discuss utilizing these signals for feedback purposes.
For amplitude or phase feedback, the tuning fork is electrically driven near the tuning
fork resonance frequency. When the probe is far away from the sample, the probe oscillates with
an amplitude A0 and a phase 0 relative to the driving force. When the probe gets close to the
sample or another additional external force is applied to it, the resonance frequency of the probe
shifts due to the presence of force gradients over the probe oscillation cycle. Damping may also
be introduced if, for example, the probe contacts the sample surface and transfers energy to it or
is immersed in a liquid such as water. These changes will affect the amplitude and phase of the
oscillation on the probe, which are measured via a lock-in. By maintaining a constant change in
the amplitude or phase at the tuning fork driving frequency, a feedback loop may be applied to
control the tip-sample distance. An alternative approach for systems based on tuning forks is to
measure the frequency shift or dissipation on the probe directly and to control the tip-sample
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distance by maintaining a constant frequency shift or a constant level of dissipation on the
probe [21–23].
One may ask why for oscillating probes, we measure the gradient of the force rather than
the force itself. The answer lies in the fact that for oscillating probes, the quantities we measure
are related either directly or indirectly to changes in the properties of the tuning fork, i.e. a shift
in the resonance frequency or a change in oscillation amplitude at the driving frequency. In the
simplest case when the gradient of the force is constant over the entire oscillation amplitude, the
change in the resonance frequency, f , is given by f   f 0 2k sc   Fts z  where f 0 is the
resonance frequency, k sc is the spring constant and Fts z is the gradient of the tip sample
force in the direction normal to the sample surface. This assumption often works well for noncontact mode SPM where the tip oscillation amplitude is very small. For intermittent contact
mode, a more general solution for the case where the force gradient varies significantly over an
oscillation cycle has been derived in for example Ref. [18].
2.2.4

Lateral vs. normal scanning

Another option at our disposal is whether to scan vertically or laterally with respect to the
sample. Of course, the piezo controlling the scanning of the tip and/or sample is capable of
moving in all three directions. However volume scans are typically not performed because of
their large time requirements and increased difficulty. When feedback is engaged, lateral scans
allow the operator to closely follow the surface topography of a sample, enabling high resolution
mapping of the 3D surface profile as well as the manipulation of evanescent optical fields in the
near zone of the sample. Alternatively one can perform force-distance curves by scanning the
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probe vertically at specified locations along the sample. This type of scan also goes by the name
force spectroscopy [20].
2.3

Overview of near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM)

When considering the options available for NSOM scanning, the first and most obvious
option is between scattering NSOM (s-NSOM) and aperture NSOM (a-NSOM). Before we detail
the differences between a-NSOM and s-NSOM, we will briefly review what they have in
common. At their essence, these imaging modalities utilize a sub-wavelength tip or aperture
placed very close to the sample which acts to convert propagating to evanescent and/or
evanescent to propagating electromagnetic radiation. Such a conversion is necessary because
evanescent fields, which permit us to break the diffraction limit of light, decay exponentially and
thus are typically not detected. The precise involvement of the probe in this process depends on
the particular imaging modality employed, as we will detail below.
Like other SPMs, NSOMs are interaction based microscopes. Indeed the interaction of
the probe with the complex 3-D field distribution that it generates and/or samples remains a topic
of study even today. It depends on many parameters, including the exact geometry of the probe,
which is at a minimum difficult to characterize and tends to change over the course of its lifetime
due to subtle and not so subtle damage it endures. It also depends on a host of physical processes
on the sample and probe with which the light interacts in expected and all too often unexpected
ways. Some of these dependencies are discussed in detail in section 2.4 and chapter 4.
Ideally this probe does not significantly perturb the very radiation it is measuring.
Dielectric probes obviously modify the radiation less than metal coated probes, but typically
these measurements are performed with a metal or metal coated probe in the case of s-NSOM in
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order to increase the scattered signal to be detected or a metal coated probe in a-NSOM in order
to achieve sub-diffraction limited resolution. The presence of these metals significantly alters the
field distribution, and thus the complex 3D field distribution should be solved self-consistently.
In addition the incident radiation may modify the physical processes or properties of the sample
or probe. One well-known example of this is absorption induced heating of the metal at the tip of
metal coated probes which can lead to lattice expansion and consequently effects such as tip
shortening or elongation and changes in metal work function [24–28].
2.3.1

Aperture NSOM (a-NSOM)

Aperture NSOM (a-NSOM) utilizes a probe with a sub-wavelength aperture to illuminate
and/or collect radiation above the sample. These probes may be manufactured in a variety of
manners. The first technique is to locally heat and pull a fiber or capillary until it breaks [10].
The taper angle and final aperture size may be somewhat controllably produced by controlling
the exact pulling parameters. Typical aperture sizes are of the order of 50 – 150 nm . Although
smaller apertures may be formed with this method, the light coupling efficiency is prohibitively
low and thus the aperture size is practically limited to ~  10 or about 50 nm in the
visible [29]. In addition to heating and pulling the fibers, they may be chemically etched to
realize a variety of probe apertures [10,11]. Another method is to fabricate the probes using Si
processing techniques [10].
Several options exist to excite the sample and collect the resulting radiation distribution.
These are summarized in Figure 2-3 below.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 2-3 Common modalities for aperture NSOM measurements: illumination mode collecting
(a) reflected and (b) transmitted light, (c) dual mode, collection mode collecting (d) reflected,
and (e) transmitted light.
These modalities may be grouped into three categories: illumination mode, dual mode
and collection mode. In illumination mode (Figure 2-3(a-b)) the excitation is provided through
the probe which converts propagating fields to evanescent fields. This light then interacts with
the sample, which converts some of the evanescent light into propagating light to be detected
either in reflection or transmission mode. Dual mode (Figure 2-3(c)) utilizes the probe to both
excite the sample with evanescent fields and then collect the scattered evanescent radiation and
convert it to propagating modes to be detected. Finally collection mode NSOM (Figure 2-3(c-d))
selectively collects evanescent fields close to a sample surface and converts them to propagating
waves to be detected in the far field. The incident radiation in this case may either be of
propagating fields or evanescent fields often excited via total internal reflection (TIR). This
discussion assumes a small aperture metal coated NSOM probe is used. If the aperture is not
sufficiently small or is not coated with metal, it will also efficiently collect and/or radiate
propagating fields.
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The aperture of a metal coated probe may be modeled as the combination of an in-plane
electric and in-plane magnetic dipole moment whose orientation and strength are specific to the
particular tip being utilized [30]. The in-plane magnetic dipole originates as the solution for the
transmission of light through a sub-wavelength aperture in an infinite perfect metal conductor for
normally incident light [30–32]. The in-plane electric field originates from the deviations of a
real NSOM tip from this model, including the fact that it is composed of a tapered optical fiber
and the coating is of a real metal deposited with a finite thickness and roughness.
It should be noted that measurements taken in illumination and dual modes are
intrinsically interferometric, especially for metal coated probes. In illumination mode, this
interference arises due to the multiple reflections of the light between the tip and the sample in
illumination mode [33,34]. Similarly in dual mode, the interference predominately arises due to
the standing wave that forms between the incident and collected radiation [35]. In principle,
collection mode measurements should not be intrinsically interferometric if a small aperture is
used. This is because such a small aperture will only effectively couple near-field radiation,
thereby effectively eliminating a background signal for it to interfere with. We mention this
intrinsic interference term here because it can be a significant contributor to a-NSOM imaging
artifacts, which we discuss in detail in section 2.4.
2.3.2

Scattering NSOM (s-NSOM)

In the case of s-NSOM, a very sharp probe ( d ~ 20 nm ), which is typically metal or
metal coated, is oscillated near the cantilever resonance frequency in the near zone of a sample.
These probes are either substantially similar to or the same ones used for AFM imaging. The
achievable resolution is approximately given by the radius of the probe [36], which is
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comparable to the resolution achieved when performing AFM scans and significantly better than
what can be achieved using a-NSOM. In addition, these probes do not require thick metal
coatings like a-NSOM probes do, permitting the simultaneous measurement of topography and
light signals with very fine resolution. Also unlike a-NSOM, the practical size of the aperture
does not depend as strongly on the wavelength. Thus the same 20 nm diameter probe may be
used to image the fields in, for example, the visible and the IR thus allowing for remarkable
resolution as a function of wavelength at longer wavelengths.
The tip used in s-NSOM may be modeled as a dipole polarized perpendicular to the
sample surface; thus the measured near-field signal may be modeled as the sum of this dipole
and its image dipole. This is schematically shown in Figure 2-4. Because the s-NSOM near-field
signal predominately arises due to a perpendicularly oriented dipole, it is of crucial importance to
excite the sample with that polarization state of light in order to maximize the collected nearfield signal [36].

tip

image dipole
sample

Figure 2-4 Schematic of s-NSOM and its model.
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Compared to a-NSOM, where there is a relative plethora of imaging modalities, s-NSOM
experiments are carried out in basically the same manner. The tip and sample are externally
illuminated with a focused laser beam. A detector is placed at some angle in the far field and is
used to collect the scattered radiation. Most of this radiation is background signal from the
reflection and scattering of light from the sample as well as reflections off the probe. On top of
this very large background is the desired near-field signal. This signal originates from the field
scattered by the tip of the probe. Because evanescent fields are generated by both the probe and
the sample, this signal depends strongly on the tip sample separation. The signal is rather weak
and it is usually extracted by using a lock-in detection at or at a harmonic of the probe oscillation
frequency. While scattering from the sample may also convert near field into far field radiation,
it is not affected by the probe oscillation and, therefore, is registered as part of the background.
In fact, the strength of the scattered signal varies so strongly on the tip-sample separation that
further background suppression is routinely achieved by locking-in on a harmonic of the
oscillation frequency [36]
Similar to the illumination and dual mode modalities in a-NSOM, s-NSOM is
intrinsically interferometric when the signal is collected at the fundamental lock-in
frequency [36]. In this case, the interference arises due to the fact that light reflecting off the tip
and other background sources which also oscillate with the probe adds coherently with the
desired near-field signal. However, this may be dramatically suppressed by locking in on a
higher harmonic of the tip oscillation as long as one is careful to ensure that the tip does not
press too far into the sample during these data collects. Otherwise, significant higher order
contributions to the tip oscillation will also be present, thus introducing significant contributions
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of this background signal to the higher harmonic signals as well [36]. These artifacts are
discussed in more detail in section 2.4.
2.3.3

Constant-gap mode (CGM) vs. constant-height mode (CHM)

Two predominate scanning modalities exist for performing lateral scans with oscillating
probes. The first is constant gap mode (CGM), wherein the tip-sample separation is ideally kept
constant by utilizing force gradient detection based feedback. The advantage of this is we can
ideally maintain a constant near-field resolution in our scans. This is particularly imperative for
s-NSOM where, by locking in on the typically second harmonic, the collected signal is typically
confined to only the first several nm above the surface. Thus one must maintain close contact
with the sample in order to detect this signal. The disadvantage of this modality, however, is the
presence of artifacts which frequently distort or even overwhelm the desired near-field signal.
This is discussed in detail in section 2.4.
Alternatively, constant height mode (CHM) scans are performed by turning off the
feedback and scanning the tip at a constant height above the sample. The advantage is we can
largely avoid the artifacts which plague CGM scans, but this comes as a large price: namely the
variable measured resolution as well as the relatively high experimental difficulty of closely
following a sample without crashing into it. Therefore, the utility of this modality is practically
reserved for small area scans of relatively flat samples.
A third, much less common modality exists called constant intensity mode (CIM) [10].
This modality works by following the contour of constant intensity and has been shown to be
equivalent to CHM when the maximum height of the topography is much smaller than the
wavelength of light [37,38].
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In principle both a-NSOM and s-NSOM scans may be performed in either CGM or
CHM. In practice, s-NSOM scans are almost always done in CGM, and it is often employed for
a-NSOM scans as well. For this reason, an understanding of the artifacts present in this imaging
modality if of crucial importance.
2.4
2.4.1

Artifacts in SPM
Artifacts in a-NSOM

As we have stated many times already, scanning probe microscopies are interaction
microscopies. Therefore to properly identify sample properties, the user ideally must minimize,
account for or decouple these interactions where possible. Implementing these requirements,
however, is usually non-trivial and, in many instances, even impractical. It is nonetheless
important to be aware of the interactions that occur that can affect the measurement, if only to
qualitatively assist in data interpretation and to guide the data collection. To this end, several
groups have undertaken theoretical and experimental studies to attempt to understand this
interaction. Here we focus on reported imaging artifacts that can occur when performing NSOM
scans.
The predominant artifact that has been discussed is the so called z-motion artifact, which
was reported in an experimental paper in 1997 [37] and quickly followed up by a theoretical
paper discussing the issue [39]. This artifact is due to the z-motion dependence of the collected
optical signal. Indeed, significant variations in the measured NSOM intensity may be seen even
when retracting the tip merely 0.1 nm over an unstructured glass surface [37]. It is also
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sufficient to allow one to clearly see an index variation between the core and cladding of a
standard optical fiber [40].
Unfortunately no good method exists to account for this artifact. It can be prevented by
turning the feedback off and scanning at a constant height (CHM) rather than at a constant tip
sample separation (CGM) [37], which is typically impractical. Even if a CHM mode scan is
performed, a topographic scan should still be separately performed in order to identify the
topographical contributions to the signal [41], which significantly adds to the data collection
demands. This artifact may be corrected by collecting data not in a 2D plane but rather in a 3D
volume above the surface. In doing so, it is possible to separate out signal variations from the z
motion of the tip and due to refractive index variations of the sample [35,42]. However, this is
also generally not practical due to the difficulty and significant time requirements necessary to
collect data in a 3D volume. This leaves us with the question of how to tell if the artifact is
significantly present in an image. We can say its effect is small if the topographic and NSOM
images are highly uncorrelated globally and locally, a constant displacement exists between
correlated structures, or the two images exhibit a different resolution [37].
2.4.2

Artifacts in s-NSOM

Similar artifacts are also present in s-NSOM. Indeed, NSOM signals collected at the
fundamental frequency of the tip oscillation contain a strong background signal. However, it is
possible to lock-in on higher harmonics of the scattered signal. This significantly reduces the
background signal at the expense that it also significantly reduces the desired near-field
signal [41,43,44]. A good compromise is to lock-in on the second harmonic of the tip oscillation
amplitude, in which case the background is strongly suppressed but the optical signal is still
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strong enough to be measured. In this instance, strong background suppression is obtained
because the second harmonic is sensitive to the gradient of the gradient of the field over the
range of tip oscillation, which is only significant for the near fields [41]. A more rigorous
description of this effect is given in [36]. However, it should be pointed out that the specific tip
modulation amplitude has a significant effect on what field components are preserved and thus
the fidelity of the final image. Because the 2nd harmonic will only reflect gradients of the field
over distances of the order of the tip modulation amplitude, if a small amplitude is used, then
even the lower spatial frequency near-fields will be effectively filtered, leading to strong edge
enhancement and the perception of higher resolution. Therefore, the true near-field image is
better preserved using a larger tip modulation amplitude [44].
2.5

The Nanonics MultiView 4000

For all experiments included in this dissertation, we used a Nanonics MultiView 4000
scanning probe microscope, the microscope portion of which is shown in Figure 2-5. This
microscope utilizes pulled fiber probes glued to a tuning fork operating in normal force mode
offering the options of amplitude or phase feedback.
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Figure 2-5: Picture of MultiView 4000 microscope.
2.6

Forces in SPM

Now that we have discussed some of the different configurations available for AFM and
NSOM, we briefly look at the different forces acting on SPM probes. Because our scans
typically involve dielectric samples scanned with uncoated or metal coated dielectric probes, the
forces involved in these systems will constitute the bulk of the discussion in this section.
2.6.1

van der Waals/Casimir force

One force present in all CGM scans is the van der Waals/Casimir force which is due to
the electromagnetic interaction of fluctuating dipoles of the atoms in the sample and the tip. This
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force is always present; however, being one of the weakest forces, it is often overwhelmed by
other competing forces. The van der Waals interaction potential is generally composed of three
parts, each proportional to 1 r 6 for two interacting dipoles. For electrically neutral atoms, such
dipoles are created via the fluctuations of the electron charge density which then induces dipoles
in other atoms. The interaction of these dipoles generates the so-called dispersion or London
force. Polar molecules, by contrast, have permanent dipoles which can induce dipoles in other
atoms generating the so called induction or Debye force. The interaction of these permanent
dipoles with each other is orientation dependent, the result of which is the so called orientation or
Keesom force. These last two together give the polar force [15,45].
Below we list some general features of the dispersive (polar) van der Waals force
between two dipoles/atoms/molecules.
1. This force is typically attractive, although it can be negative when the refractive
index (dielectric constant) of the medium between the two dipoles has a refractive
index (dielectric constant) between that of the two dipoles. In addition, it is
always attractive when the tip and sample are composed of the same materials.
2. It is greatly reduced if the intervening material is not air or vacuum.
3. It is anisotropic, just as the polarizabilities of most molecules are anisotropic.
4. It is non-additive because neighboring molecules interact with one another.
5. The dispersion term of the van der Waals force suffers from retardation effects.
This occurs because at large enough separation, the time it takes for field from the
dipoles in one structure to reach the other and come back becomes comparable to
the time over which the dipoles fluctuate. This results in the dispersion term
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approaching 1 r 7 rather than being proportional to 1 r 6 . Consequently three
interaction regimes exist. For very close separations, the interaction energy
between two dipoles is proportional to1 r 6 . Then for intermediate separations
where the retarded dispersion term dominates, it is proportional to 1 r 7 . This
occurs at distances of about 100 nm but starts coming into play at much closer
separations. Finally the polar term, which is not affected by retardation, will
dominate if present and the interaction energy is again proportional to1 r 6 [15].
The total force from all of the atomic interactions between the tip and sample contribute
to the total force, which is typically on the order of piconewtons to nanonewtons. The actual
force depends not only on the material properties of the tip, sample and intervening material, but
also on the geometry of the two. If we model the sample as a plane, then the van der Waals force
is given by

F 

g n ,r An ,r

D

nn ,r

(2.1)

where g and n are factors listed in Table 2-1 for different probe geometries, A is the material
specific and geometry independent Hamaker constant, and D is the tip-sample separation at the
point of closest approach. The subscripts n and r stand for non-retarded and retarded
respectively [15,46].
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Table 2-1: Geometrical factors for the determination of the van der Waals force for the
interaction of a plane with the following structures in both the nonretarded and retarded
interaction regimes.
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Here  is the semiaperture of the cone, R is the radius of the sphere or cylinder, l xy and

l z are the semiaxes of the paraboloid. In addition, the sphere tip model in the non-retarded case
may be corrected to take into account the elongated nature of the probe using the following
equation:
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for a probe of semiaperture  2 , and length L with D  L . When D  R , this correction
factor is insignificant [15].
We assume the van der Waals/Casimir force is the dominant surface force present in our
scans. As a final note, in the section title we referred to this as the van der Waals/Casimir force.
We use both terms due to the seeming lack of concrete definition of what distinguishes them
[47,48]; indeed they are even used interchangeably [49].
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2.6.2

Other forces in SPM

In general, forces of other origins may also be locally measured using a sharp probe.
Similar SPM techniques exist to measure these forces; indeed the largest difference is arguably
their name. To first order, what will be measured is the predominant force that interacts with the
probe. This predominant force is determined by the particular sample, probe, surrounding
environment and exact scanning technique (i.e. non-contact vs. intermittent contact). Here we list
a few common forces as well as the names of the techniques used to measure them.
The first we mention is the image force, which, as the name implies, is the force due to
the formation of image dipoles which is due to the interaction of isolated charges with
conducting materials [45]. Image forces encapsulate the many forces that can arise due to the
presence of inhomogeneous charge distributions. This includes capacitance forces which we
discuss in some detail next, electrostatic forces which we discuss after that and double layer
forces which are due to the counterions that form above the surface of a charged liquid
layer [15].
A capacitance force may also be generated if either a difference exists between the work
functions of the tip and sample or there is an applied electrostatic force between two conducting
or semiconducting materials that are brought into sufficiently close proximity to allow charges to
flow between the two surfaces. Of course, an applied electrostatic force is usually applied to
cancel the work function difference, but the fidelity of this cancelation on the relevant SPM
length scales is not perfect because of the spatial variation of the work function on the nanoscale
due to the inhomogeneous charge density distributions that result from the local surface
inhomogeneities (i.e. roughness and impurities) of any real surface. This force can dominate all
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other forces even for separations as small as several nanometers, making it difficult to avoid for
intermittent contact and non-contact mode SPMs. Many scanning probe techniques have been
developed to measure the capacitance force. For example, Scanning Spreading Resistance
Microscopy (SSRM) and Scanning Capacitance Microscopy (SCM) were developed to map the
dopant density distributions in semiconductors via measurements of the local resistivity and
capacitance respectively. Additionally, Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM), also known as
Scanning Surface Potential Microscopy (SSPM), is used to map the variation of the work
function across a surface [50]. This technique and the effect light has on it is discussed in more
detail in section 3.1. We note that this force is accounted for when calculating the image force so
long as the calculation takes into account the effect of an applied bias [45].
Forces can also arise due to the local charging of insulating samples and tips where the
charge cannot conduct away. This results first in charge-charge forces, which for a neutral source
are short range and thus are typically unimportant. However, the presence of these charges tends
to cause atoms to deviate from their expected location in the lattice, causing the formation of
dipoles, which result in charge-dipole and dipole-dipole interactions that can introduce an
electrostatic force which is longer range and thus more significant. Additionally, extra charge in
a conducting material can increase the strength of the image force [45]. These electrostatic forces
may be measured using Electrostatic Force Microscopy (EFM) [50].
Magnetic forces, by which we mean magnetostatic forces, contribute significantly if both
the sample and probe are ferromagnetic. The measurement of such forces constitutes the basis of
magnetic force microscopy (MFM) and is typically realized by attaching a ferromagnetic sphere
to the tip of a probe and using it to scan a sample in a manner similar to an AFM scan [45,50].
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Capillary (meniscus) forces are also present unless an experiment is done in ultra high
vacuum and are due to the effects of a thin layer of liquid that forms on top of a sample. When
the tip reaches sufficiently close to the sample, it causes the tip to “jump into contact” as a
meniscus forms between the tip and sample. This layer will then compress until the tip makes
“hard contact”. Upon retracting the probe, this layer stretches until it finally breaks and releases
the tip [15,45]. A major side effect of this force is that non-contact mode AFM performed in
ambient tends to image this liquid layer rather than the sample beneath. These forces may be
evaluated by measuring force-displacement curves [15,45].
Forces may also be present due to electron transitions that can occur when a conducting
probe is brought into very close proximity (about 0.5 nm separation between the lead atom on
the tip and sample) of a conducting sample, such that they affect each other’s electron structure
and electron dynamics. This leads to the transport of electrons from one side to the other and thus
changes in the system energy [45].
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3

OPTICALLY INDUCED EFFECTS ON FORCES IN SPM

Scanning probe microscopes have been used to probe a variety of surface and subsurface
properties because of their high sensitivity and high spatial resolution. For instance, atomic force
microscopy (AFM) is used to measure forces on the order of piconewtons or less with
nanometric resolution. As discussed in Chapter 2, typically, a small probe is scanned either
vertically to generate force-distance curves or laterally to map a desired physical quantity. The
intensity of a light field can be measured with a near-field scanning optical microscope (NSOM)
either by collecting light with a sub-wavelength aperture (a-NSOM) or by collecting the
scattering off of a sub-wavelength probe (s-NSOM). The use of scanning probe microscopes to
measure external forces such as van der Waals, meniscus, electrostatic, magnetic etc. has been
extensively documented in the literature [15,51]. Therefore with the intense study of the different
forces which may be sensitively measured in SPM systems coupled with the frequent
measurement of light, which is well known to exert a force upon matter, one must ask whether
this effect of optically induced forces on scanning probe microscopes has been discovered. The
answer is naturally yes. Here we provide a discussion of the previously reported literature in the
area.
3.1

Kelvin probe force microscopy

The original and arguably most thoroughly studied microscopy to look at the effect of
light is the so called Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) technique. This technique relies on
the measurement of local variations in the contact potential difference (CPD) and was
experimentally demonstrated in 1991 [52,53] although these demonstrations did not examine the
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effect of light on the CPD. The contact potential difference between two conductors depends on
several factors, including the material work functions, surface impurities, oxide layers, humidity,
dopant concentration for semiconductors and temperature. For bulk materials this difference may
be measured using the Kelvin technique wherein the two materials are brought together in close
proximity in a parallel plate capacitor arrangement. In this case, the CPD for an ideal parallel
plate capacitor arrangement is given by VCPD  q   2  1  where VCPD is the voltage due to the
CPD, q is the electron charge and  x is the work function of material x including all
modifications due to impurities, oxide layers, etc. Oscillating the plate separation at frequency 
generates a current i t  given by i t   VCPD C cos t  where C is the change in
capacitance. The contact potential voltage is then measured by applying an external voltage
which cancels VCPD and thus drives the current to zero [52].
In order to measure these properties locally, one of the plates is replaced by an AFM tip
and the applied force rather than the induced current as a function of applied external voltage
2
between the tip and sample is measured. This force is given locally by F  0.5VCPD
 C z 

where C is the capacitance in the tip-sample junction and z is the tip-sample separation [53]. In
order to simultaneously acquire topography and CPD maps, the external voltage and the
cantilever oscillation may be driven at different frequencies and separately locked-in on [52].
When light illuminates this junction, the resulting applied optically induced force may be
directly measured. Additionally, because conductors and/or semiconductors are involved, this
radiation may be absorbed causing thermally induced effects on the tip and/or sample which
indirectly affect the CPD between the tip and sample and can therefore be measured by the
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Kelvin force probe microscopy technique. An example would be a change in the material work
function due to thermally induced lattice expansion of the material. In this manner, local changes
in the optical absorption of the tip-sample system may be measured. This was demonstrated in
1992 where the effect of temperature as well as light wavelength was explored [28]. These
measurements are typically performed between two conductors or semiconductors, although the
sample is not required to be conducting; in this case only the contact potential of the probe
varies, giving rise to measurements of the local field intensity [28]. After its initial
demonstration, this technique was explored in great detail [54–57]. However, this technique
suffers from the requirement that at least the probe must be a metal or a semiconductor. This
includes the possibility to use metal-coated probes for Kelvin probe force microscopy
imaging [58].
Closely related to this, in 1991 W. Denk and D. W. Pohl reported illumination induced
changes in the measured damping of metal coated Si tips over GaAs samples which were
sensitive to the illumination strength, sample conductivity and voltage between the tip and
sample. They attributed this to the resistive loss of influence currents [59,60].
3.2

Other direct optically induced force effects

To our knowledge, the prospect that an atomic force microscope may be sensitive to
direct optically induced forces was first put forth in a theoretical article in 1992 [61], wherein the
authors calculated the force on a sphere in an evanescent field from a TIR wave on a triangular
prism. Based on their calculations, they concluded that for reasonable excitation intensities, a
force should be measurable using a standard AFM. This was then followed up two years later
with two more theoretical papers which further refined the idea [62,63].
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Since then several papers, both theoretical and experimental, have appeared
demonstrating the direct or indirect effects of light on the probe-sample interaction. A direct
effect is for example due to optically induced forces which compete with van der Waals/Casimir
forces to alter the surface force profile that the AFM probe follows and acts to “trick” the probe
into thinking topography exists when it doesn’t, an effect we refer to as the “topography of
light”. Indirect consequences may be due to thermal heating which can induce lattice expansion
in the sample or tip, in the latter case leading to so called tip elongation. These effects are similar
to phenomena affecting the Kelvin probe discussed in detail above with the main difference,
however, that in KPFM the predominant non-optically induced force is electrostatic in nature.
In terms of theoretical studies of optically induced effects in NSOM as opposed to
KFPM, Iida and Ishihara studied the effect of light induced force microscopy of resonant
quantum dot systems [64–66]. Some experiments have also been carried out, to our knowledge
the first being by Zhu, et al. in 1997, which examined the effect of the shear force feedback
signal as a function of tip-sample separation both when the laser light was coupled into the probe
and when the probe was illuminated from the side [67]. The following year, the same group
published a follow up paper in which they reported observing a somewhat higher optical force
induced effect on an Al coated tip than on a bare SiO2 tip and a significantly higher force when
using a high dielectric constant substrate as opposed to a low dielectric constant substrate. These
authors did not notice any effect when a metal substrate was used [68].
More recently, Satoh, et al. detected the variability of the light transmission through a
checkerboard structure of Cr patches on a glass substrate using optical force induced changes in
the resonance frequency and dissipation of the probe [23]. Additionally, Kohoutek, et al.
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performed measurements claiming to measure the optically induced force in a bowtie antenna
using an AFM probe [69].
These studies clearly demonstrate the possibility to exploit optically induced forces for
typically NSOM operating conditions. However what is lacking is a systematic study confirming
the origin of these forces and thus the promise they hold to complement or replace standard
NSOM measurements. Such a study is the focus of this dissertation.
3.3

Other indirect (thermal) effects on the cantilever

Of particular interest to this report are thermally induced effects on the probe and in
particular thermally induced tip elongation. The feedback for SPM systems is intended to keep
the tip-sample separation constant during a scan. If a probe elongates, then the feedback uses a
piezo to retract the probe (or sample) in order to maintain that constant separation; the
topography is actually determined by changes in the properties of this piezo. Thus, if the degree
of probe elongation varies spatially across the sample, this will introduce spurious topographic
features into the measurement, similar to the topography of light discussed in Chapters 4 and 5.
For example, in illumination mode, light is coupled into the probe and excites the sample.
In order to achieve high spatial resolution a sharply tapered metal coated probe is used. Because
the small throughput in the aperture (typically on the order of 10-5 – 10-6), almost all of the
incident radiation is either reflected back or absorbed in the metal coating. This can cause a
variety of thermally induced effects, such as: tip elongation which will tend to reduce light
throughput, aperture expansion which will increase light throughput, changes in the metal
coating reflectivity, and of course, for sufficiently high powers, even optically-induced damage
can occur [70,71]. Indeed, a number of measurements have been performed and models proposed
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to determine the temperature increase in the tip as light is coupled into it [27,72]. Notably, a
collection mode experiment similar to the one in our studies was undertaken by Lienau, et al.
[25] and, as such, will be discussed in more detail in section 5.1.
Another related study was conducted more recently, which examined the effect of tip
heating over a laser diode face on the topography and lateral friction, which the authors credited
to thermally induced bi-material effects [73]. The effect of illuminating the probe from the side
was also studied and the observed optically induced effects were credited optical binding [68].
Clearly, the question arises of as to the true origin or origins of the observed optically induced
effects in topography measurements.
3.4

Other Optically Induced Effects

Thus far in this chapter we have discussed scanning probe techniques that may be
affected by optically induced forces, either directly or indirectly. Here we briefly outline some
tangentially related ideas.
In each of the cases discussed, a probe is used to locally sample a physical property but
the true detection is done via the feedback based on the effect of different force gradients on the
tuning fork or cantilever on which the probe is attached. The only purpose of the probe is to
sample the property of interest on a finer scale and perhaps with more accessibility than might
otherwise be possible. However, the tuning fork or cantilever is the critical detection component.
Thus, in certain scenarios one can bypass the probe and just use the tuning fork or cantilever
itself as a detector of electromagnetic radiation., which is of particular interest currently for the
detection of THz radiation [74,75].
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In addition to optically induced effects present on the probe itself, the laser bouncing off
the back of the cantilever can also affect the cantilever deflection [76,77]. It was shown that even
for an excitation power of 100 W , the uncoated probe studied deflected by 30 nm when
excited from one side whereas the metal coated probe deflected over 3  m ; standard
commercially available probes were used in both cases [76]. These studies showed that the
optical effects on uncoated SiN cantilevers are dominated by radiation pressure whereas for
metal coated SiN structures the major influence is thermal, the cantilever deflecting primarily
due to bi-material effects. These observations provided an interesting opportunity to optically
modulate the cantilever with light [76], to optically increase [78] or decrease [79] the cantilever
quality factor or even change the cantilever spring constant [80], which can, for example,
improve the time response without sacrificing the force sensitivity [79] or increase the force
sensitivity [80].
A related measurement technique is the so-called photonic force microscopy [81–84]. In
this technique, the fluctuations of the particle position within a three-dimensional standard
Gaussian trap are monitored using a quadrant photodetector. By measuring the statistics of these
deflections, the potential well can be calibrated and then used to measure additional forces acting
on the particles. By scanning the particle relative to the sample, the forces may be measured in a
manner analogous to atomic force microscopy [82,84,85]. Near field measurements may also be
performed, for example by exciting the sample with a second laser with a different frequency and
significantly lower power in total internal reflection and then measuring the light scattered off
the particle in the far field [85]. This microscopy is different from the optically induced forces
we discuss in this dissertation because it relies on Brownian motion to measure the statistics of
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fluctuations in particle locations in order to determine the external force acting on the test
particle.
Everything we have discussed in this chapter has dealt with the detection or unintended
influence of light which manifests itself via changes in the tuning fork or cantilever resonant
conditions. For specific material systems, the interaction of light with a sample may induce
permanent changes to the sample topography, such as the local formation of the oxide of the
sample material. By performing standard AFM scans before and after irradiation of light, it is
possible to indirectly measure the light intensity in locations where it is intense enough to cause
said oxide formation simply by looking at how the topography was affected by the light
irradiation [86].
Last and perhaps most importantly, extensive theoretical and experimental work has been
undertaken in the field of optical forces acting on small particles, particularly evanescent optical
fields excited in a TIR illumination condition acting on spherical particles [87–90]. We
emphasize this last example because often an NSOM probe is modeled as a small sphere and
illumination in TIR is common for this microscopy. Such calculations, which appeared in the
early 1990’s, show that reasonable illumination intensities should produce forces that are
measureable by an atomic force microscopy probe [61,62]. Thus, it is interesting to understand
the reasons for this dearth of experimental evidence. Suffice to say, the presence of optically
induced forces has been searched for in the past but many questions remain unanswered. The
scope of this dissertation is to clarify some of these unexplored possibilities, as described below.
The first striking omission of earlier studies is a careful examination of optically induced
forces in a purely transparent dielectric system. Such system has the advantage of eliminating, or
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at least greatly reducing, any thermal effects. Indeed, our preliminary measurements described in
Sec. 5.1 were done on a pure dielectric system for exactly this reason.
Second, we have not found a discussion of the effects these forces have in the practice of
NSOM measurements. Indeed, these forces are typically implicitly or explicitly assumed to not
be present. However, as we show in Chapter 4, such effects may be readily observed for even
moderate illumination intensities in transparent dielectric systems.
Third, in Chapter 5, we demonstrate the quantitative determination of the spatially
resolved optically induced force acting on a scanning probe. A by-product of this process is the
possibility to determine the tip-sample separation, which we find as a consequence of
controllably varying the input light intensity. This simple technique allows us to bypass the need
for complex external measurement schemes [8,9].
Fourth, the applications of these optically-induced forces have, thus far, been limited.
Even for the relatively well studied Kelvin probe force microscopy, their description has been
limited to the realm of curiosity rather than practical utility. In this dissertation, we address this
utility. In addition, we demonstrate in Chapter 6 that standard NSOM and optical force based
measurements are sensitive to different components of the complex 3D field. Thus, by measuring
simultaneously these two different interactions of the EM field with the probe, more information
about that field distribution is obtained without increasing the complexity of the experiment.
In Chapters 4-6, we address the measurement of optically induced force gradient effects
via the shift in the probe resonance frequency. In Chapter 7 we explore the possibility to drive
optically the probe oscillation, which allows measuring the optically induced force in addition to
its local gradient. Finally, we note that while different groups attribute their observed optically
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induced effects to various physical phenomena, the question still remains as to what exactly a
scanning probe is measuring: thermally induced effects, optical gradient effects or optical
binding effects. This issue is addressed in Ch. 7.
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4

ARTIFACTS DUE TO OPTICALLY INDUCED FORCES (OIF)

Having completed a review of previously reported optically induced forces in scanning
probe microscopy mostly related to Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy, we turn our attention to the
presence and influence of unintended optical force effects in AFM and NSOM.
4.1

Forces due to Electromagnetic Fields

The focus of this dissertation is direct optical field induced effects on scanning probes.
The force due to an arbitrary incident electromagnetic field on an arbitrary object may be found
starting with the first two Maxwell’s equations, which in Gaussian units for an object in vacuum
are given by:
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where E is the electric field, H is the magnetic field, c is the speed of light, and j is the total


current density. Operating on Maxwell’s first equation with E and on Maxwell’s second

equation with H , one obtains after some manipulation [91]
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where  is the total charge density,  is the free space impedance, I is the unit tensor, B is the


magnetic field density and EE denotes the outer product of the electric field. The expression

square brackets in the left hand side of the Eq. (4-2) is the so-called Maxwell’s stress tensor, T ,
which reads
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Integrating Eq. (4-2) over an arbitrary volume, V , containing both the sources  and j , gives
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The last term represents the force law for a distribution of charges and currents satisfying the
charge conservation law
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(4-5)

Using Gauss’ theorem, one can replace the stress tensor volume integral with an integral over the
bounding surface of the volume. In this case




V dV   T   S da T  sˆ  ,

(4-6)

where sˆ is the unit vector perpendicular to the surface, S , which is encloses the volume ,V .
With this, we may now write


d

S da T  sˆ   dt Gfield  Gmech 

,

(4-7)

which represents the conservation law for linear momentum. Here G field and G mech are
respectively the field and mechanical momentum. Integrating Eq. (4-7) over one oscillation
period gives





F   da T  sˆ
S



since the field momentum averages to zero and F  dG mech dt . Here
average.
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(4-8)
denotes the time

Equation (4-8) is a general result which may be used to calculate the mechanical force
acting on an arbitrary object surrounded by an arbitrary surface illuminated by an arbitrary
electromagnetic field. We note that the electromagnetic field entering in the force evaluation in
Eq. (4-8) is calculated self-consistently; it represents the superposition of the incident and
scattered fields. Note that this derivation also assumes that the object does not deform under the
action of the electromagnetic field. Otherwise electro-restrictive and magneto-restrictive forces
must be included; likewise, Eq. (4-6) will not be valid [91].
From Eq. (4-8) we see that the force on an object induced by an electromagnetic field is
entirely determined by the fields at the surface of a volume enclosing the object with no
dependence on the medium’s properties. This surface may be located on the surface of the object
itself or far away from it. Of course, the material properties do play a role, as they determine
self-consistently the electromagnetic fields used to calculate the force.
In the typical NSOM experiment, a sharp probe is used to sample the local field
distribution. Due to its small size, the dipolar approximation, which is valid for particles much
smaller than  n where n is the refractive index of the embedding medium, may be used.
When such a particle is exposed to a time harmonic field, Eq. (4-8) simplifies to [92]
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where  denotes the real part,  is the particle polarizability, Fi

(4-9)

is the time averaged force

of the ith Cartesian component and E j are the complex-amplitude electric field components.
Summation over repeated indices is implied. The particle polarizability is then given by
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where * stands for the complex conjugate and  0  a 3   p   s    p  2 s  where a is the
radius of the dipole, and the dielectric constants are defined in Figure 4-1. The correction factor



D is given by D  1 for dielectric particles and D  1  4 3  k 3   0    4 9 k 6  0
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metallic particles where  stands for the imaginary part [93,94].
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Figure 4-1: Schematic of dipole over a surface.
Assuming plane wave illumination is incident on the dipole, the electric field can be
written as




 

E  E 0e ik r
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where k is the wavevector in the direction of propagation. This plane wave may be either
propagating or evanescent. Substituting Eq. (4-12) into Eq. (4-10), we obtain
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We note the time averaged force acting on the dipolar particle can be decomposed in three
different contributions, which, from left to right, are the gradient force, the radiation pressure
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force and a possible spin force. For our discussion in the following it is important to note that the
real part of the polarizability contributes to the gradient force whereas the imaginary part
contributes to the scattering-plus-absorption force.
The incident electric field in Eq. (4-12) may be decomposed into
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for p-polarized light and
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(4-14)

for s-polarized light. In this case, the force exerted on the dipolar particle by the electromagnetic
field becomes [93]
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for p-polarized light and
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for s-polarized light. The above equations are valid for particles embedded in an external
medium with a uniform refractive index, i.e. when the particle is far from any surface, such that
multiple scattering effects do not need to be taken into account. These equations may be used for
either propagating or evanescent incident plane waves.
When performing NSOM experiments, the probe will typically be close to the sample’s
surface in order to interact with the evanescent fields. In this case, we must account for multiple
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scattering between the dipole (tip) and the sample surface. This interaction introduces a
correction to the force due to optical binding which occurs between the probe and surface. In the
case of a purely dielectric sample, the force of the electromagnetic field on the dipole is given
by [94]
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for s-polarization. Here     s   d    s  d  , which is the Fresnel reflection coefficient at the
surface. Because the interface is assumed to be a lossless dielectric,  is a real quantity.
To this point we have discussed how to calculate the force on arbitrary particles as well
as of a dipole either embedded in a homogeneous medium or in the presence of a dielectric
interface. Naturally, the dipole approximation is only valid when the fields across the dipole can
be considered constant, a constraint which, as noted earlier, is met, for example, when a plane
wave illuminates a particle which is much smaller than the wavelength. For larger particle or for
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more complex local field distributions, as are commonly found in typical NSOM experiments, it
becomes necessary to take higher order moments into account to accurately compute the
force [93,95,96]. Likewise if the dipole has a finite magnetic dipole moment, terms accounting
for both the magnetic dipole moment as well as the coupling between the electric and magnetic
dipole moments must additionally be computed [88,95]. In many cases, such analytical
formulations become intractable and one has to turn to numerical modeling approaches.
4.2

Optically induced forces (OIF)

Now that we have given a theoretical description of direct optically induced forces, we
turn our attention to experimental observations of such optically induced forces. Since their
invention, both aperture- and scattering-based near field scanning optical microscopes (a-NSOM
and s-NSOM) have been used as optical imaging tools capable of sub-diffraction limited
resolution [37,41]. Generally speaking, such resolution is realized by either exciting or collecting
radiation from a very small region of a sample. To do so, a physical probe is brought in the
proximity of the sample and used to couple near-field onto far-field radiation that can then be
detected remotely. However, extraction of a pure near field signal is complicated by the presence
of a background signal, which, in most modalities of near field imaging, can introduce
artifacts [39,97]. Techniques to correct or eliminate these artifacts have been extensively
studied [35,37,41]. We discussed this in detail in section 2.4.
Like other scanning probe microscopies, NSOM relies on the interaction of a probe with
a sample to perform its measurement. Intrinsic to these techniques is the introduction of
undesired interactions, which are often referred to as imaging artifacts as they complicate or
completely obscure the measurement of the desired signal. Perhaps the most well-known are the
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z-motion artifacts discussed in section 2.4.1. In this chapter we discuss an additional imaging
artifact due to optically induced forces that may be present in the acquisition of
collection/scattering mode NSOM images. Although we discuss optically induced forces present
in typical a-NSOM scans, similar artifacts should also be considered in s-NSOM where a sharp
metal probe is used in order to follow the sample profile and to enhance the local field
contribution to scattering.
We illustrate the effect of optical force-induced artifacts in a few typical NSOM
measurements. For this, two different samples were mounted on a triangular prism and
illuminated in total internal reflection (TIR) by a laser with a 532 nm wavelength. An uncoated
tapered optical fiber probe of ~ 20 nm in diameter is scanned with feedback engaged to collect
topographic maps in the equivalent of collection mode NSOM. A dielectric probe was chosen in
order to eliminate other possible effects such as thermally induced melting/damage of the
probe [98] or tip elongation [25].
The subtle influence of OIF in topographic images is illustrated in Figure 4-2. In this
example the sample consists of a thin Au film evaporated onto a quartz substrate. The film has
been annealed to open up pits in the coating. Three measurements were performed across the
edge of the Au film: first one without illumination to determine the “real” surface topography,

z off 1 , a second one, z on , with the surface is illuminated in TIR mode with a peak incident
intensity of ~ 0.25 mW m 2 , and finally a third topography z off 2 with the illumination turned
off again. The “real” topography, z off 1 , (dash-dotted line in Figure 4-2) reveals the transition
between the quartz surface and the Au film which occurs at ~ 0.6  m . The solid line in Figure
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4-2 is the computed difference  z 1  z on  z off 1 , which provides a measure of the optically
induced topography. To gauge the scan repeatability, noise and any sample damage, we have
also evaluated  z 2  z off 2  z off 1 , the difference between the two “real” topography scans
(dashed line). This difference is clearly within the noise indicating good scan repeatability and
the absence of significant optically induced transformations in the sample. However, at the edge
of the Au film, the tip retracts ~ 20 nm from where we expect. Note that often the locations of
interest are such regions of high local field intensity which occur at discontinuities in subwavelength metallic structures, an edge in our example. As one can see in Figure 4-2, these large
field enhancements can affect even dielectric probes illuminated at low intensity.
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Figure 4-2 “Real” surface topography (dash-dotted line) of a Au film deposited on quartz which
has been annealed to open up pits in the coating. The solid line is the difference between
topographies recorded with and without illumination. The dashed line is the difference between
two scans of the real topography performed before and after illumination. Due to optical forces,
the tip is pushed ~20 nm away at the edge of the Au film.
Physically, the tip retraction occurs because the feedback works to maintain a constant
phase shift on the tuning fork excitation signal and, thus, a constant force gradient on the probe.
In our case, this is equivalent to saying that the feedback maintains a constant resonance
frequency shift on the tip [99]. In the presence of the attractive, optically-induced force, this
causes the tip to retract in order to reduce the contribution of Casimir (van der Waals) forces on
the probe, which are also attractive. In terms of induced frequency shifts, this means

f C _ off  f C _ on  f opt , where f C _ off and f C _ on represent the frequency shifts due to the
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Casimir forces when the incident radiation is turned off and on, respectively and f opt is the
frequency shift due to OIF [99]. For the relatively large oscillation amplitudes ( ~ 20 nm ) in
our measurements, the frequency shift relates to the force F
f  ( f 02 / kA 2 )

1/ f 0

0

spring constant, A

acting on a probe as

AF  x tip  cos  2 f 0t dt where f 0 is the resonance frequency, k is the
is half of the total tip oscillation amplitude, t

is time and

x tip  x CL _ b , y CL _ b , zCL _ b  A cos  2 f 0t   where  x CL _ b , y CL _ b , zCL _ b  is the coordinate at
the base of the cantilever [100].
We emphasize that the optically induced effect observed in Figure 4-2 is confined at the
metal edge. Due to this localization, it is difficult to identify its presence by simply examining
the topography data. The influence of optical forces, however, can be clearly isolated when
analyzing relative measurements performed with and without illumination, as we have done here.
In the example discussed, metal is still present and, therefore, one cannot completely
eliminate the possibility of thermally induced effects such as thermal expansion in the sample.
To emphasize the sensitivity of NSOM scans to OIF and confirm that such topographical
artifacts have an electromagnetic rather than thermal origin, we present another example in
which we have completely removed metal from the experiment. In this case, a nanostructured
dielectric GaP sample was scanned with the same uncoated dielectric AFM probe. We again
performed three successive measurements: first of the “real” topography, z off 1 , then with the
sample illuminated in TIR mode, z on , and finally we repeated the scan of the “real” topography,

z off 2 . The three-dimensional plots in Figure 4-3 show the “real” topography, z off 1 , while the
color maps represent the optically induced topographies,  z 1  z on  z off 1 , in Figure 4-3(a) and
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the control,  z 2  z off 2  z off 1 , in Figure 4-3(b). Again, one can observe large increases in the tip
sample separation ( ~ 50 nm ) along the sharp edges of the sample even with a peak incident
illumination intensity of only ~ 2 mW  m 2 . The reduced color variations in Figure 4-3(b)
clearly demonstrate that the effect visible in Figure 4-3(a) is not due to drift between scans or
other measurement variability.
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Figure 4-3 The effect of optically induced forces on a nanostructured GaP sample measured with
an uncoated NSOM tip. (a) Optically induced topographies,  z 1  z on  z off 1 and (b) control
difference  z 2  z off 2  z off 1 overlaid on the “real” topography, z off 1 . Note that the largest
artifacts induced by optical forces are located at the edges where the strength of the local z
directed intensity gradient is the highest.
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4.3

Discussion of the presence of OIF in different modalities

Having demonstrated the existence of these optical force effects, we comment on how
they can be detected and perhaps eliminated from other measurements. The experiments in this
chapter illustrate the effect of optical forces in collection mode NSOM for a tuning fork based
probe operating in normal force intermittent contact mode using phase feedback. Similar effects
should also be present in amplitude feedback, since the optically induced forces act to shift the
resonance frequency which will change both the tip resonance frequency amplitude and phase. It
has been shown that the influence of optical forces is detectable also in a cantilever based NSOM
operating in non-contact mode by observing the cantilever deflection [69] as well as in
intermittent contact mode using either frequency shift or dissipation feedback mechanisms [23].
The effect of optical forces on scanning probes is always present but, given the variety of
available probes, operating modalities, and feedback mechanisms, it conceivable that the strength
of these effects may depend on the specific conditions of operation. For instance, one can expect
the influence of optical forces to be diminished in contact mode NSOM due to the much stronger
surface forces acting on the probe.
For tuning fork based feedback we expect that the influence of optical forces could be
reasonably eliminated by performing constant height mode (CHM) scans where feedback is
turned off; however, a cantilever based tip may still deflect under the action of these forces, even
when the feedback is turned off. Depending on the exact experimental conditions, OIF may have
noticeable effects even hundreds of nanometers or more from the surface. Of course, OIF
become negligible when reducing the illumination intensity (in our case the detection threshold
is on the order of piconewtons [99]). In NSOM practice however, large local intensities are
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usually desired in order to have a detectable signal through a small aperture or scattered from a
sharp tip. Thus, avoiding the influence of optical forces acting on a scanning probe in the
presence of external illumination may not be possible and all that one can do is to quantify the
effect of OIF. In constant-gap mode (CGM) where feedback used to regulate the tip-sample
separation, this may be done by analyzing the topography maps [99]. In CHM, one can read the
signal normally used to regulate the tip-sample separation and compute the force and thus infer
the tip retraction (deflection) or shift in the resonance frequency. If this resonance frequency
shift is large enough, the oscillation amplitude of the probe will also be affected (in general
reduced) because the tuning fork compliance at the driving frequency will change. The optical
signal must then be corrected, which may require the use of approach curves at locations of
interest. Because of the large field gradients, similar effects should be expected in aperture
NSOM operated in illumination mode. However, for metal coated tips, this modality has the
additional complication of thermally-induced tip elongation [25].
Interestingly and arguably most notably, the effect of these forces may be significant but
not readily apparent in the topographical scans of structured samples because the differences in
these scans are rather localized and can be easily obscured by somewhat larger “real”
topographic variations. However, substantial effects can be observed by subtracting the “real”
topography collected without illumination. Because of these modifications in the effective
topography followed by the scanning probe, the optical image (the NSOM data) is collected not
at the intended tip sample separation, but rather from a different location in the strongly spatially
varying 3D field distribution surrounding nanostructures.
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In conclusion, we have shown that the optically induced forces acting on an NSOM probe
are strong enough to modify the tip-sample separation in regions of sufficiently strong field
intensity. Failure to take this effect into account results in a significant underestimate of the peak
field enhancement as well as in recording erroneous topographic maps. These findings are
particularly important for the practice of s-NSOM, which relies on following closely the sample
topography with a sharp metal tip in order to generate images of the optical near fields. As
pointed out in Ref. [37] several years ago, “for near field microscopy to become a reliable
imaging tool, it is indispensable that inherent artifacts should be carefully accounted for”. We
have shown here that, in addition to eliminating artifacts related to background signals, a correct
interpretation of scanning probe microscopy measurements also requires understanding the
influence of optical forces.
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5

FORCES IN NEAR FIELD SCANNING OPTICAL MICROSCOPY
(NSOM)
Having demonstrated and qualified the presence of optically induced forces in AFM and

NSOM in Chapter 4, we now address the problem of the quantitative measurement of their
strength. In section 2.6 we discussed a subset of the forces present in SPM scans. In this chapter
we show how knowledge of those forces allows us to characterize the optically induced forces
acting on the probe. As a consequence of the analysis, we will also demonstrate that using this
simple experimental setup, we can determine the tip-sample separation, something which
otherwise requires comparatively complex setups to determine [8,9].
5.1

Optical forces in propagating fields

To measure the influence of the optical forces on a scanning probe, we performed scans
over the core of a single mode fiber with its exit surface cleaved and polished normal to the
optical axis. Laser radiation of several different powers was coupled into an optical fiber with an
effective mode diameter of the fiber of 3.5  m . In this experiment the probe was an uncoated
tapered glass capillary tube with a 100 nm diameter aperture mounted on a Nanonics MV4000
scanner. Because optically induced forces affect the scanner’s feedback mechanism, topography
scans are sensitive to optical radiation impinging on the tip. By separately measuring the “real”
surface topography, we extract the optically induced contribution to the measured topography, as
illustrated in Figure 5-1.
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Figure 5-1 (Color online) Perceived topography over the core of a single mode optical fiber
when (a) 24 and (b) 16 mW of 532 nm laser light is coupled into fiber. The inset in (a) is the
side view of the probe; the scale bar corresponds to 100  m . The inset in (b) shows the
measured topography of the fiber face. The blue dashed circles indicate the location of the fiber
core which is ~ 2.2 m in diameter. The arrow indicates the orientation of the tip during
scanning.
Several features of these optical topographies are worth noting. First, we see that the
effect of optically induced forces manifests itself as an increase of the tip sample separation. This
is because the light impinging on the probe generates a negative shift in the tuning fork
resonance frequency whose strength depends on the 3D field distribution and its interaction with
the probe. The feedback compensates for the additional optically induced frequency shift by
retracting the tip to reduce the contribution of surface forces, thereby maintaining a constant
resonance frequency shift on the tuning fork. Thus, we observed an increase in the measured
height or, in other words, a perceived “topography of light”. Additionally, we notice that the
effect of the light on the probe is strongest in the upper left corner of the scan, which corresponds
to tip positions past the core of the fiber. This somewhat counterintuitive observation can be
explained by realizing that the optical interaction with a beam emerging from the fiber
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propagates over an extended volume and its strength depends on the size, shape, and orientation
of the probe. As seen in the inset of Figure 5-1(a), the tip has a conical shape and is also tilted
with respect to the scanning plane across the interface. Therefore, a larger volume of the probe is
exposed to light when the tip has already passed over the core, which results in a greater
optically induced force. The dependence on the volume of interaction is an important
characteristic of the mechanical action of light and will be analyzed in detail later.
As was mentioned in section 3.3, this experiment is similar to the one presented by
Leinau, et al [25]. In both cases an SPM probe was scanned over an illuminated spot, in our case
the face of the single mode optical fiber and in their case the end facet of a laser, and the
topography signal recorded. They scanned the sample with three probes: a fully aluminum coated
tip, a standard tip and an uncoated tip for output powers up to 3 mW , after which point the
fully aluminized tip is damaged. They find a significant retraction of the feedback piezo that, for
the metal coated probes, depended linearly on of the incident power. However, a negligible
effect was noted in the case of an uncoated probe. The observed retraction was attributed to
thermally induced tip elongation [25]. One significant difference between the experiment
described here and the one in Ref. 25 is that their SPM operated on shear-force feedback whereas
ours was based on normal-force feedback [61]. Because a shear-force feedback system spends
most of its oscillation cycle much closer to the sample than a normal-force feedback system and
because the detection of optical gradient forces requires those forces to be on the order of the
competing van der Waals/Casimir forces which decay rapidly from the surface, it is entirely
possible that our measurement approach is more sensitive to the gradient of the optically induced
force. In support of this observation we also note that in Ref [25] the effect of optical forces was
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not observed on the dielectric probe even for significantly higher illumination intensities than the
ones used in our experiments.
5.2

Oscillating probe and frequency detuning

To model the effect illustrated in Figure 5-1, we may interpret the behavior of our tip as a
damped driven harmonic oscillator [15]. In the proximity of an interface, the probe is in general
affected by different types of interaction forces that cause the resonance frequency of the tuning
fork to shift and introduces an additional damping mechanism [15]. These two effects result in
changes of both the amplitude and the phase of the tip oscillation relative to the driving signal;
the system’s feedback acts to maintain this phase constant.
In our experiment, the only important external contribution to the probe damping is due
to the energy dissipation as the probe contacts the surface during its oscillation cycle. The scans
were operated such that little energy is lost due to contact with the sample surface when the light
is off, and this is further reduced when the light pushes the tip away from the surface.
Consequently, we can neglect damping and analyze the probe oscillation based on the induced
resonance frequency shift  in a harmonic oscillator of mass m that has a resonance
frequency 02  k / m determined by its spring constant k . The dependence between the
frequency shift  and the force acting on the tip Ftip (z ) can be calculated as a first order
perturbation



using

the

Hamilton-Jacobi

approach

[18,100];

in

this

case



   0 / kA 2 Ftip (z )x t  where x (t ) is the unperturbed motion of tip in the absence of

Ftip (z ) , and averaging is performed over an entire oscillation cycle. If the force gradient
ktip  Ftip / z is constant during the oscillation cycle, the frequency shift   0 ktip / (2k )
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is simply proportional to the force gradient. However, because our scanning probe operates in
intermittent contact, the amplitude of oscillation A can be of the order of tens of nanometers.
Consequently, ktip can vary by orders of magnitude during one oscillation and a more precise
evaluation of the frequency shift is necessary, as detailed in the following.
5.3

Forces acting on probe

In the experiment described above, the dominant interaction between the surface and the
probe is through dispersion forces [47]. When the tip is also under the influence of an external
electromagnetic field, additional forces due to radiation pressure, gradient of intensity or phase,
optical binding, photophoretic forces (local heating) and photoinduced stress may be
present [23,68]. To isolate the optical effect, for this particular experiment we used a purely
dielectric system such that significant thermal, electrostatic and magnetic effects can be avoided.
Thus, in our experiments, the two main external contributions to the total force acting on the
oscillating probe are the retarded van der Waals force FW and the mechanical action of light

Fopt .
When the feedback is engaged, a constant resonance frequency shift

opt  W  W _ opt

(5.1)

is maintained. In Eq. (1), W and W _ opt represent the frequency shifts on which the
feedback operates when the incident radiation is turned off and on, respectively. To derive
analytic equations for these terms, we model the tip-sample geometry as a silica sphere in air
interacting with a silica plane. This approach is common for estimation of van der Waals forces
in AFM and is valid for probes with paraboloidal tips. In our case this approach is valid because
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the radius of tip is quite large ( ~ 150 nm ) and, therefore, the influence on the bulk of the tip is
negligible at typical tip-sample separations. We emphasize that this model is only used for the
estimate of the van der Waals forces. Accounting for the large variation of the interaction forces
over the course of one tip oscillation cycle, the resulting shift in the resonance frequency is
obtained as [100]
W 

0 2 RB  3,0.5  2A 
 2 A  
 F23,1.5 
F1 



3
kA 3z 
 z 
 z 

(5.2)

where Fab ,c (z ) is the hypergeometric function, B is the retarded Hamaker constant [46], R is
the radius of the sphere and z is the closest tip sample separation. The expression for W _ opt
is the same as Eq. (2) except that z is now replaced with z   z where  z describes the
optically induced topography shown in Figure 5-1. The retarded van der Waals force is estimated
to be of the order of 108 N near the surface and down to 1014 N at one micron away from the
surface.
As the distribution of the electromagnetic field emerging from the fiber changes only
slightly over a distance of a few microns, the longitudinal gradient of the optical force is nearly
constant over the range of tip oscillations considered. This assumption will be confirmed later by
our numerical calculations. Thus, opt is found to be

opt  

0 Fopt 0

I
2k z
2k

(5.3)

where α is a constant that measures the force exerted on the tip by a unit of optical power
coupled out of the fiber and I is the local field intensity at the point ( x , y ) .
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5.4

Optical force distribution

Using Eqs. (5.1)-(5.3), we obtain a direct relationship between the optically induced
forces and the resulting changes in the dispersion force acting on the tip. Alternatively, we can
determine the strength of the optically induced force gradients if the strength of the van der
Waals contributions are known before and during the light irradiation, i.e. for separation
distances z and z+z:

Fopt
z




1
4 RB  1 3
3
 3 FW 

F
W
opt
_
3
3A  z

z   z 


FWn  F1n ,0.5   2A z   F2n ,1.5   2A z 

where

(5.4)

and

FWn _ opt  F1n ,0.5  2A  z   z    F2n ,1.5  2A  z   z   . Because the gradient of the dispersion
force is a nonlinear function of the tip sample separation, we require knowledge of the initial tip
sample separation at closest approach in order to determine the gradient of the optical force.
Obtaining this quantity, which is typically not known, usually requires external measurements or
a priori assumptions [8,9,16]. Here we exploit the fact that the gradient of the optical force is
linear with respect to the field intensity I  x , y  at each point during the scan. Thus, one can use
Eq. (5. 4) to compute the initial tip sample separation z at each location in the scan by evaluating
the ratio corresponding to different input intensities. Consequently, we are able to determine the
tip sample separation.
Since our scanning probe microscope operates in intermittent contact mode, one expects
a minimum tip sample separation close to zero. Using the procedure outlined above, we obtain

z  74  1 nm which represents an effective tip-sample separation due to the slanted geometry
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of our probe. Using this value in Eq. (4), we generated maps of the measured gradients of the
optically induced force Fopt / z . As can be seen in Figure 5-2, this gradient is negative and is
of the order of 107 N m , which is comparable to the retarded van der Waals force experienced
by our tip when it is tens of nanometers away from the surface.
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Figure 5-2 Gradient of the optical force extracted from the perceived topography shown in Fig.
5-1 when (a) 24 and (b) 16 mW power is coupled into a single mode fiber.
In order to further assess these results, we estimated the optical forces by performing
numerical simulations using the Finite Element Method (Comsol Multiphysics 3.5a), which
account for the complex three-dimensional behavior of the optical forces near the surface and its
interaction with a realistic tip. To provide an accurate representation of the tip used in the
experiments, the probe was modeled as a hollow cone with an opening angle of  9 and an
aperture consisting of a 100 nm diameter core and a 100 nm thick dielectric cladding with a
refractive index of 1.5 . The cone axis was tilted by 30 with respect to the normal to the
scanning plane and the length of the simulated probe was ~ 4 m , which is limited only by the
computational capabilities available (Intel Core2 Duo, 3GHz, 8GB of RAM). We expect this to
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effectively model an infinite tip for the scan points in the vicinity of the fiber core. The field
emerging from a single mode fiber with a 3.5  m effective mode diameter was modeled as a
Gaussian beam with its waist located at the end of the fiber. An example of the field distribution
in the cross-section of the probe is shown in Figure 5-3(a). Using the calculated field distribution
and the Maxwell stress tensor representation [101], we then evaluated the optical force acting on
the scanning probe. Note that with this approach, all the components of optical force, gradient
force, radiation pressure, force due to phase gradient [102], are taken into account.
When the probe is located 1  m past the fiber core as in Figure 5-3(a), i.e.
approximately where the arrow is pointing to in the inset of Figure 5-1(b), we find that Fopt is on
the order of 1011 N for a 24 mW illuminating beam, which is comparable with typical
surface forces. Calculations also show that the gradient of the optical force is nearly constant
over the range of the tip oscillation considered and has a value of 1.6 107 N m , which is
similar to the gradient of the dispersion force at a distance z  65 nm . We note that even
though the field distribution varies laterally over the scan area, at each point in the scan the
gradient may be assumed constant in the longitudinal direction over the range of the tip
oscillation amplitude.
We also note that the electromagnetic interaction between the probe and fiber itself may,
in principle, affect the field distribution and, consequently, the interaction forces. However, our
systematic evaluations indicate that the effect of this so-called optical binding force [62,68,103]
that establishes between dielectric bodies irradiated by a common electromagnetic field is about
two orders of magnitude weaker than the other optical forces near the surface and almost
vanishes when the tip-sample separation is ~ 250 nm . Because the frequency shift is
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determined by the average force acting on the tip during one oscillation cycle [18,100], we
expect that the optical binding force provides only a small contribution to the overall frequency
shift when averaged over the large oscillation amplitude ( ~ 90 nm ) used in our experiment.
Thus, to first order, the influence of binding forces can be neglected.
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Figure 5-3 (a) Simulated probe geometry together with electric field distribution and (b) the
calculated (solid line) and measured (symbols) gradient of the optical force acting on a probe
scanning over the core of fiber along the direction indicated in the inset of Fig.1b. The error bars
account for the errors associated with estimating z and A along with the noise in the
topography maps.
We can now quantitatively compare the values of the optical force gradient obtained
experimentally with the results of the full electromagnetic calculation. The results are presented
in Figure 5-3(b) for different positions of the probe scanned in the direction indicated by the
arrow in the inset of Figure 5-1(b) As can be seen, there is an excellent quantitative agreement
between the simulated and measured cases. We note that the main sources of experimental errors
are due to the accuracy in determining z and A as well as the noise in the topography signals.
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5.5

Optical forces in evanescent fields

In the proof of concept experiment described above we demonstrated that optical forces
can be measured with NSOM probes scanned through a complex optical field. However, in the
example illustrated in Figure 5-3(a), the main contributions are due to homogeneous field
components. To investigate the possibility of measuring optically induced forces in arbitrary
fields, we conducted a second experiment where the optical field is evanescent and is thus
measured in a more traditional scanning probe configuration. Here we use a standard pulled fiber
NSOM probe with a 100 nm aperture which is coated with a 10 nm Cr adhesion layer and a
250 nm thick gold coating. This tip is scanned over the focused spot of a 532 nm laser

illuminating a triangular prism in a total internal reflection (TIR) configuration.
To compute the optically induced force, the analysis described above may be repeated
except that now Eq. (5.4) should be replaced with

1

1
n
 M 10.5  2 A   M 21.5  2 A    B L R  n FWn 

F
n W _ opt
 z

z   z 

(5.5)

to account for the exponential decay of the radiation from the surface [100]. M ab (z ) in Eq. (5.5)
is the so-called Kummer’s function [100], F0 is the force at the surface of the prism,

  2k n 2 sin 2  i  1 is the decay constant, and  i is the angle of incidence at the top surface
of the prism. From the experimental measurements we find   0.00805 nm 1 , which
correlates very well with   0.00836 nm 1 obtained from the above formula for  i  45
used in experiment. This confirms the electromagnetic origin of measured forces. The constants

B L and n in Eq. (5.5) are estimated based on the results in Ref. [104] where the force between
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an Au sphere in air and a silica plane is calculated using Lifshitz theory. We note that, as can be
seen from Eq. (5.5), in the case of evanescent fields the optical force itself is measured rather
than its gradient. This may be simply understood by realizing that the derivative of an
exponential (evanescent decay) is also an exponential.
In Figure 5-4(a) we show the measured topography when ~ 75 mW of laser light was
focused onto the prism surface at the angle  i  45 resulting in a maximum intensity of

 5 mW  m 2 at the surface. The spot size of the illumination (FWHM) is ~ 13.2  m along
the long axis. One can clearly see the influence of the optically induced force, even for the
moderate intensity used here. Repeating the scan with the light turned off (not shown) revealed a
flat surface with a rms roughness less than 1 nm . The optically induced force at the prism
surface, F0 , as evaluated from Eq. (5.5) is shown in Figure 5-4(b).
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Figure 5-4 (a) Topography and (b) extracted optically induced force at the surface of a prism due
to a focused laser beam illuminated in a TIR condition.
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We can compare again the experimental results with the estimations of our full
electromagnetic calculations. According to the probe’s specifications, we model it as a cone with
a 30 angle at the apex with the axis of the cone slanted with respect to the normal to the surface
by 15 . A 1  m long portion of the probe was modeled; because the optical field rapidly
decreases away from the surface, a 1  m long portion of the probe is sufficient to obtain a
precise force estimation. The optically induced forces acting on the probe were calculated using
Maxwell’s stress tensor. We found that the force at the center of the illumination spot is

Fotheor  1.6 pN . This value is somewhat smaller the experimentally measured force of
Foexp  6  2 pN extracted using the procedure outlined before. Note that, because practically
only the very tip of the probe interacts with the optical radiation, this force simply scales with
intensity across the illumination spot. One of the reasons for the difference between the values of
the forces calculated numerically and measured experimentally may be our approximation of the
NSOM probe as a solid Au sphere for the calculation of the van der Waals forces. Another
possible aspect could be the influence of thermal (photophoretic) forces that can arise because of
resistive heating in the metal coating on the probe. In order to assess the potential role of thermal
effects a transient heat transfer analysis was performed using COMSOL. Calculations show that
the stationary regime for the temperature distribution at the tip is achieved within 2 ms after
exposure to the illumination. The temperature at the tip rises on average by 30K and oscillates
with amplitude of about 9K following the mechanical oscillations of the probe. As our
measurement technique is sensitive not to the absolute magnitude of the force but to the change
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of the force over the probe’s oscillation cycle, these small temperature oscillations may have a
minor contribution to the measured force F0exp .
5.6

Applications

In this Chapter we introduced a new way to sense properties of both propagating and
evanescent electromagnetic fields. By measuring the mechanical action exerted on a standard
scanning probe, one can acquire maps of the optically induced topography from which the
gradient of the optically induced force can be evaluated. Notably, if such maps are collected at
different intensities, the tip sample separation can be determined without employing additional
hardware. The approach permits quantitative measurements as demonstrated by the good
agreement with full electrodynamics calculations.
In the case of the detection of propagating fields, we demonstrated a new modality to
measure optically induced forces, which allows for the direct detection of the gradient of the
force. In addition, we have shown that the influence of optical forces is significant for standard
NSOM probes even when illuminated by evanescent waves at moderate intensities. Therefore,
the effect of optical forces should be carefully considered in the practice of standard NSOM
measurements.
Because the optical field is not actually coupled into the probe, our measurement has a
unique characteristic: the spatial resolution is not limited by the size of the aperture one can
practically use, an important feature present also in s-NSOM measurements. However, as
opposed to s-NSOM, we obtain this advantage without using any additional optics, photon
detection equipment, and the signal processing necessary to suppress the background scattering.
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In particular, the fact that a photon detector is not required opens up the possibility to measure
radiation that is not readily detectable with standard detectors, e.g., far infrared and THz
radiation.
While the measurements presented in this paper were conducted with the feedback on
such that the information about optical force was embedded in the topography signal, we could
have alternatively maintained a constant tip-sample separation and used the phase signal in order
to extract the same information. Such an extension is straightforward and may be used to
determine the optical force while the probe remains close to the surface. Moreover, a similar
measurement and data analysis can be performed for fields in free space without the presence of
a material interface.
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6

DISCRIMINATION OF FIELD COMPONENTS IN NEAR-FIELD
SCANNING OPTICAL MICROSCOPY
6.1

Introduction

The previous two chapters qualitatively and quantitatively demonstrated the effect of the
gradient of optically induced force on the resonance frequency of the tuning fork and, therefore,
on its feedback. This caused spurious features in the topography due to this additional
contribution of the optically-induced topography. In the previous chapter we demonstrated how
these effects can be used to quantify the strength of the OIF gradient by using another,
quantitatively known force as a yardstick. In our particular case, this force reference was
provided by the van der Waals force on a fused silica surface. In the same time, the superposition
of these two different force fields allowed us to determine the actual tip-sample separation at
closest approach in a relatively simple manner. In this chapter we discuss an additional
application for the measurement of the gradient of the optically induced force. Specifically, we
will show that the OIF effects provide a complementary measurement of the complex local field
distribution as compared to conventional a-NSOM measurements.
The measurement of light typically employs a photon-to-electron converting device, i.e. a
photodetector that effectively measures the light intensity. Specific components of the optical
field can be detected only when some combination of waveplates and polarizers are added in
front of the detector to isolate the particular field component of interest that is then measured
with a photodetector. Imaging systems rely on this procedure to record spatially-resolved light
distributions, but their resolution is usually diffraction limited. This drawback can be overcome
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using, for instance, scanning approaches where the spatial resolution is determined by the
volume of interaction between the optical radiation and a small probe. Due to the nature of this
complex interaction, the measurement is sensitive to different field components. For example,
depending on the exact probe, either electric or magnetic fields in the plane of the probe aperture
may be predominately collected in near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) [105,106].
It has been demonstrated in Chapter 4 that using standard NSOM and atomic force
microscope (AFM) probes, light may be measured not only by counting photons in the usual
manner but also by detecting the optically induced forces, which manifest themselves as an
additional contribution to topography [23]. This sort of measurement is typically described as an
alternative measurement to circumvent the photon counting [99]. In this chapter we will
demonstrate that, in fact, it is a complementary measurement modality that provides information
not available in standard NSOM measurements.
6.2

Experiment

To demonstrate the complementary nature of the NSOM signal and optically induced
force (OIF) measurements, we used a Nanonics MultiView 4000 NSOM to perform a standard
collection mode NSOM scan of a standing wave pattern formed by counter-propagating
evanescent waves. The evanescent waves were generated by two slightly focused 532 nm laser
light beams incident on the surface of a prism ( n  1.5 ) past the critical angle ( 3  51 ), as
shown in Figure 6-1. The probe was a standard Au coated pulled silica fiber probe. The images
for transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) polarizations are shown in Figure 6-2.
A standard collection mode scan with the probe operated in an intermittent contact mode was
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used. Interference fringes are clearly observed not only in the NSOM images but also in the
topography, which is proportional to the gradient of force Fz z [23]. Topography scans taken
with the light off (not shown) reveal that the prism surface is flat except for the few small
features observed in the upper right corner of Figure 6-2 (a) and (b).
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Figure 6-1: Schematic of experiment. An interference pattern is generated on the surface of a
prism using two focused laser beams. A standard NSOM tip is scanned over this focused spot to
generate a map of the topography for both TE and TM illumination..
To aid with the visualization, we averaged the data along each fringe, as shown in Figure
6-3. The TE and TM polarization data sets were aligned with respect to one another using the
small features present in the upper right corner of the topography images. As can be seen in
Figure 6-3, in the case of TE illumination, the NSOM intensity and the topography fringes are
relatively well aligned with each other. The small overall decay is simply due to the fact that the
location of the measurement was not exactly at the center of the counter propagating beams. In
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the case of TM illumination however, we note a strikingly different, anti-phased behavior of the
two sets of fringes.
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Figure 6-2: Topography (force gradient) when (a) TE and (b) TM polarized light is incident on
the prism surface; (c) and (d) are the same for the NSOM signal.
As explained below, the fact that the fringes are aligned for TE polarization and antialigned for TM polarization case demonstrates that the force and NSOM measurements provide
complementary measures of the local field distribution.
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Careful study of Figure 6-3 reveals that the fringe spacing is 226  3 nm , which
compares favorably with the theoretically expected 228 nm fringe spacing. The TE NSOM
signal is shifted ~ 14 nm behind the TE height signal (modulo 226 nm ) and the TM NSOM
signal is shifted ~ 92 nm behind of the TM height signal, or ~ 19 nm ahead of anti-phase
alignment. One of the possible explanations of these shifts is that the topography and the NSOM
signals originate from the different locations of the aperture probe. However, this cannot explain
different magnitudes and directions of these shifts. As we will justify at the end of this chapter,
this may be explained by the detection of both electric and magnetic field components by our
probe.
6.3

Simple Probe Model

To explain the results, we need to model the collected NSOM signal and optically
induced force on a metal coated NSOM probe. In accordance with our experimental
configuration, the electric field at the surface of the prism is given by
2
E x   2i n21 t 21,TM t 43,TM E 0,TM sin 2 3   n21
cos   x  exp    z 

E y  2t 21,TE t 43,TE E 0,TE cos   x  exp    z 

(6.1)

E z   2i n21 t 21,TM t 43,TM E 0,TM sin 3  sin   x  exp    z 
where n21  n2 n1 . The transmission coefficients, t 21,Tx (see Figure 6-1), may be found in any
introductory textbook on the subject; see for example [107]. Likewise, expressions for t 43,Tx
(Figure 6-1) as well as the wavevectors  and  may be found in [89]. Similar equations may
also be derived for the magnetic fields. However, because of the plane wave illumination, the
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magnetic field components are all in phase with the electric field components
and B z B x  E z E x .
Having described the complex field at the surface of the prism, we develop models for
the probe NSOM and force signal collection. For reasons we justify at the end, we consider our
probe to be primarily sensitive to the electric fields. Because the tip’s aperture is at an angle 4
with respect to the surface, the electric field components in the plane of the aperture are

Etip _ x '  E x and E tip _ y '  E y cos 4   E z sin 4  . Thus, the collected NSOM intensities for
TE and TM polarization are

I NSOM _ TE  E y cos2 4 
2

I NSOM _ TM   E x  E z sin 2 4   .
2

2



(6.2)



Because the long axis of our probe is at a finite angle with respect to the surface normal,
the metal coating is thick (~250 nm), and because we are using evanescent excitation, we expect
the optically induced forces to predominately affect the gold coating. Therefore to compute the
OIF, we model the probe as a gold prolate spheroid tilted at an angle 4 with respect to the
normal to the prism surface. We use this model because it incorporates the essential features of
the actual probe geometry while retaining an analytical solution. The induced probe dipole
moments for TE and TM incident polarizations are given by

pTE
pTM





 yˆ  y cos2 4    z sin 2  4  E y  

 0 
zˆ cos 4  sin  4   y   z  E y



xˆ  x E x  yˆ cos  4  sin  4   y   z  E z  

 0 
zˆ  z cos2 4    y sin 2 4  E z
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(6.3)

where  x ,y ,z are the polarizabilities along the major and minor axes of a spheroid, as given
in [108].
Using Eq. (6.3) we evaluated the force induced on an equivalent anisotropic electric
dipole [89], and found that for evanescent wave excitation, the two components of the force
gradient are given by:
 Fz
 z

 Fz
 z


2

2
2
2
  2  0 Ey Re  y cos 4    z sin 4 
TE



2

2
  2  0 Ex Re  x  
TM

(6.4)



Ez Re  z cos2 4    y sin 2 4 
2





A positive gradient corresponds to the tip retracting while a negative force gradient
corresponds to the tip approaching the sample surface [23].
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Figure 6-3: Averaged height of optically induced topography (solid red lines) and NSOM signal
(dashed blue lines) for (a) TE polarization and (b) TM polarization.
We are now in a position to compare the NSOM and force gradient signals given in Eqs.
(6.2) and (6.4), respectively. For TE illumination both signals are proportional to |E y |2 and thus
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are linearly dependent. However, for TM polarization, the NSOM and force signals depend on
different combinations of |E x |2 , |E z |2 and, therefore, carry complementary information about
composition of the near-field distribution. In general, this information will depend on the
particular probe parameters.
Using Eqs. (6.2) and (6.4), we calculate the expected NSOM and topography signals;
typical results are shown in Figure 6-4. Here we model our probe as a spheroid with an aspect
ratio of a : b : c  1 : 1 : 2.5 tilted at an angle 4  30o . We observe excellent qualitative
agreement between our experimental results and our model, even for the relatively simple model
employed here [109].
The fringe positioning can be understood by examining Eq. (1) where one can see that

I x and I y are proportional to cos2   x  whereas I z is proportional to sin 2   x  . Because 4
controls the relative coupling between I x and I z for I NSOM _ TM , this determines whether the
NSOM fringes are aligned or anti-aligned. Because I z is much stronger than I x , it does not take
a high tip angle for I z to overcome I x .
The OIF fringes are aligned because of the effect the aspect ratio (AR) has on the sign of
the spheroid polarizability components. Specifically pz is negative for AR ~ 2.2 . Thus, the



 pz E z*





contribution to Fz z is repulsive whereas  px E x*





and  p y E y*



are both

attractive. Therefore the fringe maxima from all three contributions are aligned.
As stated earlier, we assumed that the NSOM probe is sensitive to only the electric field.
The magnetic component of the evanescent field can, in principle, also contribute to the detected
signal [100]. For instance, in TM polarization the probe would be sensitive to the Hx component
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while for TE polarization the probe would detect the Hy and Hz components with |Hz|>>|Hy|. As
Hx is in phase with Ex and Ey, the magnetic fields will then tend to bring INSOM_TM in phase with
the topography signal. On the contrary, in TE polarization Hz will tend to shift the detected
INSOM_TE out of phase with the induced topography. Because we do not observe this in our
experiment, this means that, for our probes, coupling to the electric fields dominates the NSOM
response. However, the presence of such a magnetic field contribution is able to explain the
different directions of the relative shift between the NSOM and topography signals for TE and
TM illumination.
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Figure 6-4: Calculated NSOM signals (dashed blue lines) and gradient of the force signals,
which are nonlinearly related to the topography (solid red lines) for (a) TE and (b) TM
polarization.
6.4

Conclusion

In this Chapter we demonstrated that the measurements of the optical intensity using an
aperture NSOM probe and optically induced force are complementary. By measuring with a
photodetector the standard NSOM optical signal while simultaneously detecting the force
gradients that are optically induced on the same probe, one can access different components of
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the complex 3-D field distribution. Most importantly, this additional information is acquired
without increasing the complexity of the measurement or of the probe. In conclusion, one can
state that understanding the effect of optically induced forces not only assists in the correct
interpretation of NSOM data [9], but also opens up the possibility to simultaneously acquire
additional samplings of the complex 3-D field distribution incident upon the probe without
increasing the measurement complexity. With a well characterized probe, it should then be
possible to separate out the different components of the electromagnetic field.
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7

MULTIFREQUENCY NEAR-FIELD SCANNING OPTICAL
MICROSCOPY (MF-NSOM)
7.1

Introduction

In the previous chapters, we demonstrated the possibility and discussed the implications
of using OIF to detect light at levels consistent with traditional NSOM measurements. In those
experiments, the optical field used to illuminate the probe did not vary in time. In this case, we
practically measured the OIF gradient, which acted to shift the probe resonance frequency and/or
damping. In this chapter we explore the possibility to directly drive the probe by modulating the
optical field in a manner analogous to multi-frequency atomic force microscopy (MFAFM) [108,109]. The basic MF-AFM modality involves the electrical excitation of an AFM
probe at two different frequencies. The first frequency is used to regulate the tip-sample distance
as in standard AFM operation. The second frequency, usually driven with much smaller
amplitude, is used to probe additional properties of the sample. The primary advantage of
utilizing multiple frequencies is that each frequency contains a unique, albeit complicated,
sampling of the tip-sample interaction force. Adding this extra information allows to separate the
topography from the forces acting on the probe, separate the short and long range forces acting
on the probe, locally characterize the tip-sample interaction to simultaneously extract several
material properties or perform a real time determination of the cantilever properties [111–113].
One interesting feature of multi-frequency imaging is the mixing that occurs between the
different frequencies due to the fact that the probe is oscillating in a nonlinear surface force
interaction potential. One can take advantage of the mixing to, for example, image subsurface
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features by driving the probe at one frequency and the sample at another and measuring the
response at mixing frequencies [111].
Here we demonstrate that the multi-frequency approach can be applied to NSOM by
modulating the light excitation and, consequently, driving optically the probe’s oscillations. In
analogy to MF-AFM, this allows us to simultaneously measure different surface properties.
Specifically, the topography is recorded as in standard AFM by applying a feedback loop to the
signal from the tuning fork and then using a lock-in to measure the signal at the frequency of
electrical excitation. At the same time, the optical force due to the near-field distribution is
measured by modulating the light at another frequency and using a second lock-in detection.
Hence, this operation modality replaces the small amplitude electrical excitation of the probe
with the small amplitude optical excitation; therefore we refer to this technique as multifrequency near-field scanning optical microscopy (MF-NSOM). This is in contrast to the
measurements shown in the previous chapters where the gradient of the optically induced force
was mixed with surface force gradient in the topography signal [99,110,114].
By detecting the electromagnetic field by the force it exerts on the probe, we are able to
perform the detection of light in the near-field for a broad range of wavelengths. Somewhat
related concepts have been approached before. For example, forming a Schottky diode on the
probe [115,116], utilizing the piezoresistive effect [117], using the image force [118] or taking
advantage of surface photovoltage induced forces acting on a semiconductor probe [54,56,119]
have also relied on measuring the optical signal or optically induced forces locally with the probe
rather than using the probe to scatter the light into the far field. We add to these reports in a
number of ways. Most importantly, we demonstrate the measurement of the magnitude and
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phase of optically-induced forces using tuning fork-based systems that utilize all dielectric
probes. This eliminates or at least severely diminishes the possibility of thermally-induced
effects. We also show that the effect of surface forces cannot be completely isolated by simply
modulating the intensity of light at high frequency. Rather, the surface- and light-induced
influences are coupled by the force gradients acting on the probe. This mixing occurs because the
probe oscillates in a mixed nonlinear interaction potential.
7.2

Demonstration of MF-NSOM

In the following we will demonstrate that tuning fork based systems can be used to
measure high-resolution images of near-field optical forces. In order to achieve the desirable
sensitivity, systems based on tuning forks need to be operated close to their mechanical
resonances, a requirement that is not so stringent in the case of cantilever based systems. The
advantage of the tuning fork, however, is an efficient suppression of all off-resonance
contributions, which allows for a more controllable excitation of the probe. In the present
experiments, we used a tuning fork based NSOM operated at the lowest order resonance
(typically ~ 30  40 kHz ) for feedback control as in standard AFM and at the next higher order
resonance (typically ~ 180  250 kHz ) for optically induced excitation.
The physical origin of the measured signals can be described by considering the NSOM
probe as a damped oscillator [120,121]. This model can account for the influence of both the
external force, through direct excitation of oscillations, and its gradient, through changes in
resonator’s properties. Indeed, while the topography (i.e. the gradient of the surface forces) and
the optical force are measured separately at two different frequencies, they are coupled by the
gradients of both surface and optically induced forces which modify the local effective tuning
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fork resonator properties. As we will show, it is possible however to extract the optically induced
force from the measured amplitude and phase at the optical modulation frequency.
To conceptually understand the origin of the optically induced force effects, we model
our tuning fork based NSOM system using the well- known mass on a spring model [120,121].
Though a more rigorous model with two coupled equations of motion, one for each arm of the
tuning fork, would more rigorously describe the physics, this simple model is sufficient to
describe the system dynamics [122]. In this case the equation of motion for an oscillator of mass
m is



m  a 


0

a  02a   Fdrive t   Fsurface  x , y , z   Foptical  x , y , z 
Q


(7.1)

where a is the location of the probe during its oscillation cycle along the direction z of its
oscillation, Q is the quality factor, 0 is the eigenfrequency of the oscillator, Fdrive is the
electrical driving force which is used for feedback control, Fsurface denotes surface forces,
while Foptical encompasses all of the optically induced forces. When using the feedback to
perform

a

constant

gap

mode

scan,

the

tuning

fork

is

electrically

driven

by

Fdrive  Fd exp  i 1t  and then lock-in detection is used to read the reflected signal from the
oscillating tuning fork: a t   A1 exp  i 1t  i 1  . We assume that the gradients of both the
surface and the optically-induced forces are small over the oscillation cycle so we may use a two
term Taylor expansion for Fsurface and Foptical . This assumption is made only for the sake of
clarity; the physics remains essentially the same even in cases where this assumption is not
valid [100].
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In

these

conditions,

Fsurface  x , y , z   Fsurf  x , y , z    Fsurf  x , y , z  a  a ,

Foptical  x , y , z   Fopt  x , y , z    Fopt  x , y , z  a  a , and using these expressions in Eq.
(7.1), one obtains

F

1   Fsurf  x , y ; z   Fopt  x , y ; z   
 02  12  i 0 1 
 A1 exp  i 1   d (7.2)


a
Q
m
m



where we note that a is always along the z direction in our treatment.
As can be seen, the surface and the optically induced force gradients act to shift the resonance
frequency of the probe, and therefore they change the amplitude and phase detected with the
lock-in set at 1 .
Careful inspection of Eq. (7.1) however reveals a second possibility for detecting optical
force effects: direct measurement of the force via modulating the light and using an additional
lock-in to measure the signal at the optical modulation frequency. In this case we have



m  a1 


01
2
a1  01
a1   Fdrive t   Fsurface  x , y , z   Foptical  x , y , z ,t 
Q1






2
m  a2  02 a2  02
a2   Fdrive t   Fsurface  x , y , z   Foptical  x , y , z ,t 
Q2


where

the

displacement

is

a  a1 t   a2 t   O     A1 exp  i 1t  i 1   A2 exp  i 2t  i 2 

Foptical  Fopt _ avg 

Fopt _ avg
a

a  Fopt exp  i 2t  

Fopt
a

(7.3)

now
and

a exp  i 2t   . The total optical force

contains four terms because the light intensity is modulated between zero and a finite maximum
value and, thus, the average intensity is non-zero. The first and last terms in Foptical do not
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influence the measurements at the two lock-in frequencies, 1 and 2 . At these frequencies the
corresponding equations of motion read


2
 01
 12  i



2
 02
 22  i



01
F
1   Fsurf  x , y ; z   Fopt _ avg  x , y ; z   
 A1 exp  i 1   d
1 

Q1
m
m
a1
02
1   Fsurf  x , y ; z   Fopt _ avg
2 
Q2
m
a2


(7.4)

x
,
y
;
z


F
 A2 exp  i 2   opt

m


where 01 and 02 are the closest eigenfrequencies to 1 and 2 , respectively. Eq. (7.4)(b) is
essentially the same as Eq. (7.1) where Fopt a has been replaced by Fopt _ avg a . Thus,
even though we modulate the light, the gradient of the optical force still affects the topography
measurement due to the fact that the average intensity is always finite. Also, as can be seen in
Eq. (7.4), the topographical and optical signals are not entirely decoupled as Fsurf / a and

Fopt / a enter both equations. Below we will discuss the possibility to decouple these
influences.
In our experiments, we use a lock-in amplifier to measure the amplitude and phase of the
signal excited on the tuning fork at the optical modulation frequency. Using the mass on a spring
model, these are found to be

A2 

Fopt
m

1
2
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(7.5)

These equations have a few implications. First, we only expect to measure a phase
change if there is a measurable change in the gradient of the sum of the surface and/or optically
induced forces. Second, by measuring both the amplitude and the phase, we should be able to
separate the effects of optically induced force from the combined influence of the surface and
optically induced force gradients. Decoupling the optically and surface induced force gradients
can be done, but it requires subtracting two topography signals, recorded at the frequency of the
electrical modulation with and without illumination, as we have shown in a previous
publication [110].
It is known that a tuning fork based NSOM is more exactly modeled as two coupled
oscillators which are unbalanced due to the additional mass (i.e. the probe) plus additional
external gradients acting on one arm [119,120]. However, these effects can be neglected here
because the influence of the additional mass is constant and the force gradients arising from
optically and surface induced forces (averaged over the relatively large oscillation amplitudes of
tens of nm) are expected to negligibly affect the balance of the prongs. Therefore the simple
damped oscillator formalism provides an accurate description of the physics of our system.
To demonstrate the feasibility of MF-NSOM we performed a proof of concept
experiment where we illuminated an NSOM tip from beneath with 635 nm laser light coupled
into a single mode fiber as shown in Figure 7-1. To demonstrate the possibility to optically drive
the oscillations of the tuning fork, the laser emission was intensity modulated while the peak
average intensity at the fiber face was maintained at a moderate level of 0.36 mW  m 2 . The
probe was placed over the core of the fiber and then retracted 2  m . The modulation frequency
of the laser diode was scanned across the first two resonances of the tuning fork and the signal
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from the tuning fork was demodulated at the optical modulation frequency using a lock-in
amplifier. This procedure provided a direct measure of the piezoelectric signal generated by the
optical force onto the tuning fork. Note that the electrical excitation of the quartz tuning fork was
moved far off resonance to prevent it from interfering with the measurement of the optically
induced forces.

Figure 7-1: Schematic of multi-frequency NSOM setup used in the proof-of-concept experiment.
The results of these scans, along with the corresponding standard electrical excitation
results, are shown in Figure 7-2. As can be seen, a measurable signal is induced by modulating
the optical excitation with the results of optical and electrical excitation largely coinciding.
Careful inspection of the data reveals that at the higher-order resonance the response is stronger
for electrical excitation, while for the low frequency resonance the situation is reversed. This
comes about because the different excitation conditions. When driven electrically, the probe is
acted on at the base of both arms of the tuning fork while the optical excitation is locally applied
only on the bottom arm of the fork. The observed resonances correspond to the two lowest order
anti-symmetric in-plane eigenmodes. Because of the local nature of the optical excitation, the
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optical modulation excites the lowest order resonance more effectively than the higher one
leading to higher oscillation amplitude as seen in Figure 7-2(a). By contrast, the electrical signal
is stronger due to the higher sensitivity of the harmonic due to its lower effective spring
constant [122]. The asymmetry in the amplitude traces is due to a parasitic capacitance present in
the tuning fork [120]. The small frequency shift between the optical and electrical excitation
observed in Figure 7-2 may be due to drift in the tuning fork response, inaccuracies in the
extraction of the points for the electrical excitation, differences in the calibration of the different
lock-ins used for the two measurements or a force gradient induced shift in the resonance
frequency of the tuning fork.
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Figure 7-2: Magnitude and phase of the current induced on the tuning fork as a result of optically
induced excitation (blue solid curves) and electrical driving (red dashed curves). (a) and (b) are
the magnitude and phase at the lowest resonance while (c) and (d) are the magnitude and phase
at the next higher resonance.
7.3

Characteristics of optical force imaging

To demonstrate the imaging capability of optical force detection, we present a series of
measurements taken with an uncoated NSOM probe over the face of a single mode fiber with
1310 nm laser diode light coupled out as well as a 635 nm laser diode coupled to the same

type of fiber. This second case demonstrates the complex amplitude and phase responses of the
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probe at the optical modulation frequency that may be observed when imaging a complex spatial
distribution realized by the slightly multimode nature of the fiber. These additional examples
demonstrate some of the key characteristics of optical force imaging.
In Figure 7-3 we show the spectra of the higher order resonance for the probe used in
Figure 7-4 and Figure 7-5. The red dashed lines indicate the three frequencies used in the three
leftmost columns of Figure 7-4 while the blue dash-dot line shows the frequency used in Figure
7-5.

Amplitude (V)

6

4

2
241.0

241.5 242.0 242.5
Frequency (Hz)

243.0

Figure 7-3: Frequency sweep of higher order resonance of uncoated NSOM probe used for scans.
Red dashed lines indicate frequencies used for left three columns of Figure 7-4. The blue dashdot line indicates the frequency used in Figure 7-5.
Reading down each column in Figure 7-4, we see the topography followed by the NSOM
signal and then the amplitude and phase of the detected signal related to optically induced force.
The signal is collected at the light modulation frequency excited on the higher order resonance of
the NSOM’s tuning fork while the uncoated NSOM probe is scanned over the core of a single
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mode fiber with 1310 nm light coupled out. The left three columns show the results somewhat
below, at and somewhat above resonance, as shown in Figure 7-3. In Figure 7-4, we see the
expected result that the amplitude is a maximum on resonance and tails off away from the
resonance while the phase decreases as the frequency increases, just as it does around resonance
in Figure 7-4. Two more plots farther above and below resonance (not shown) further show this
trend.
The NSOM signal is distorted with a “comet tail” in the upper left corner. This distortion
occurs because the probe is oriented such that it passes from the lower right to the upper left
corner. Because the probe is uncoated and because light emerging from the fiber is mainly
propagating, light is able to couple in farther up the probe. The large signal over the core is due
to optical binding between the probe and its image. The “comet tail” conversely is due to
radiation pressure acting farther up the shaft of the probe. This is confirmed by Figure 7-4(s-t)
which shows the collected signal on resonance with the probe retracted many microns. Here we
see that the spot over the core is gone but the comet tail remains.
The topographies shown in the three leftmost columns contain two dips which are not
present when the light is off. This is the “optically induced topography” resulting from the
gradient of the average light intensity, as expected from Eq. (7.4). The presence of the two dips
in these observations is due to the specific way light coupled to this particular probe.
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Figure 7-4: Reading down the columns, each shows the topography of the face of a single mode
fiber followed by the NSOM signal and amplitude and phase respectively measured at the optical
modulation frequency for an uncoated NSOM probe scanning over the fiber’s face with
1310 nm light coupled out. The left three columns correspond to frequencies somewhat below
( f  241.37 kHz ), at ( f  241.59 kHz ) and somewhat above ( f  241.94 kHz ) the
higher order resonance. The fourth column shows data collected with the light turned off. The
rightmost column shows data at an excitation frequency of f  241.37 kHz collected when the
probe is many microns above the surface.
In a subsequent experiment we replaced the 1310 nm laser diode with a 635 nm laser
diode such that the light coupled out is slightly multimode. The end face of the fiber was scanned
with the same uncoated NSOM probe while the light was modulated with a frequency slightly
above the higher order resonance ( f  241.8 kHz ). As can be seen in Figure 7-5, because of
the slightly multimode nature of the field, now there is a more complex spatial distribution with
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both the amplitude and phase increasing and decreasing relative to the background level as the
probe passes over the slightly multimode fiber output. This clearly demonstrates the
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Figure 7-5: This figure is for the same setup as Figure 7-4 except that the 1310 nm laser diode
was replaced with a 635 nm laser diode such that the fiber is now slightly multimode. The
resulting topography is shown in (a), the NSOM signal in (b) and the amplitude and phase of the
signal from the tuning fork demodulated at the optical modulation frequency are shown in (c)
and (d) respectively.
We point out a couple of key facts about the results presented in Figure 7-4 and Figure
7-5. The first is that we were able to use the same probe to measure optical forces at two very
different wavelengths even though the photon detector used to record the NSOM signals needed
to be switched between the two cases. In fact, the same probe may be used to detect an even
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wider range of wavelengths. In comparison, an aperture NSOM (a-NSOM) is inherently
narrowband, limited by the low transmission through the aperture for long wavelengths and a
relatively low resolution relative to the wavelength at small wavelengths. Scattering NSOM (sNSOM) does allow for broadband scattering of the signal with a single probe but the scattered
radiation must then be detected using by a wavelength selective detector. Thus, in contrast to
standard NSOM techniques, the measurement modality introduced in this chapter allows for
broadband sensing with a single detector as well as sensing at wavelengths for which may be
impractical to operate other types of photodetectors, such as the far IR and THz [74,75].
Second, we note that the strength of the signal is much stronger when the tip of the probe
is directly over the regions of higher light intensity than after it passes over these areas. This
indicates that the response is dominated by the fields near the tip of the probe rather than light
coupled farther up the shaft. The result is particularly noteworthy because largely propagating
light was imaged in these experiments we used primarily propagating optical fields.
Consequently, MF-NSOM measurements provide a localized and thus high spatial resolution
measurement of the optical signal, even in the presence of significant propagating fields. This
localization is indeed much stronger with Cr coated AFM probes (not shown) where the incontact signal is much stronger and the out-of-contact signal is negligible, as we discuss later.
7.4

MF-NSOM Imaging

The multi-frequency NSOM based on measuring optically induced forces can provide
images with sub-wavelength resolution. To demonstrate this capability, we placed a gold
nanosphere lithography (NSL) sample over the face of a single mode fiber illuminated at
1550 nm , as shown in Figure 7-6(a). The average intensity incident on the NSL sample at the
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center of the illumination spot was 0.28 mW  m 2 . The NSL sample was made using

0.453  m diameter spheres which corresponds to triangle sizes of ~ 105 nm having a center
to center spacing of ~ 260 nm [123]. Figure 7-6(b) shows the topography of the nanosphere
lithography sample. The incident light was modulated at 218.43 kHz , which is near the higher
order resonance of the Cr coated AFM probe used in this scan. In Figure 7-6(c) and (d) we show
the amplitude and phase measured at the optical driving frequency. To better clarify the location
of the signals relative to the topographic features of the sample, we present in Figure 7-6(e) and
(f) the topography as a 3-D relief and then superimpose the amplitude and phase data as the color
map. As can be seen, the measured amplitude is lowest over the Au pads, moderate over the
glass and it is highest near the sharp edges of the NSL sample. The phase, on the other hand,
follows the sample topography. The differences in the phase signal are due to the force gradients
shifting the resonance frequency. The presence of a higher oscillation amplitude over the glass
areas is simply due to the higher relative optical intensities compared to the regions covered by
the Au pads.
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Figure 7-6: Experimental schematic (a) and the measured NSL topography (b) as described in
text. Measured amplitude (c) and phase (d) of the tuning fork signal at the optical driving
frequency. Color coded amplitude (e) and phase (f) mapped on the 3D topography of NSL.
The large amplitude signals near the edges can have three possible origins. First, the
optically induced forces are highest and thus drive the tuning fork the strongest. Second, the tip99

sample separation changes momentarily near the edges as we scan across the surface which may
result in an imaging artifact. However, in this case we would expect the signal to be highest
when the probe goes from glass to gold and lowest when the probe goes from gold to glass; thus,
the forward and backward (not shown) scans should show opposite locations of peak amplitude.
In fact, they were the same in both forward and backward scans ruling out the possibility of such
an artifact. Another possibility is an increased force gradient near the edges of the pads can cause
the tuning fork resonance frequency to shift thus changing the effective spring constant and/or
damping at the excitation frequency. Because the tuning fork is excited very close to resonance,
a shift in the resonance frequency can only cause the effective spring constant at the excitation
frequency to decrease; similarly the damping can only increase as the probe interacts with the
sample surface likewise causing the effective spring constant to decrease. Therefore, gradient
induced force effects are only expected to reduce the probe’s sensitivity. Also if such force
gradient induced effects were present, we should expect to see a change in phase at the locations
of the hot spots, which we do not. Because the signal increases near these hot spots, we may
therefore conclude that the detected amplitude signal is a measure of the local intensity
distribution.
The results shown in Figure 7-6 were obtained using a Cr coated AFM probe rather than
an uncoated NSOM probe. This allows us to achieve higher resolution as compared to an NSOM
probe (diameter 20 nm vs 100 nm ). Second, the signal from the Cr coated AFM probes is
both significantly stronger than the uncoated probes when the probe is in contact with the sample
surface and much lower out of contact. This difference originates from the smaller scattering
cross section of the Cr coated AFM probe which minimizes the influence of radiation pressure
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due to propagating waves when the probe is out of contact. There are two possible explanations
for this effect. First, near the surface, the Cr coated probe confers stronger optical binding due to
its higher refractive index contrast. This would mean that the volume of interaction is quite small
for Cr coated AFM probes even in the presence of propagating radiation; thus, high resolution
may be obtained. A second possibility could be the influence of an electrostatic force between
the metal coated probe and the surface, as it occurs in Kelvin Probe Force
Microscopy [54,56,119].
7.5

Discussion

Naturally when using metal coated probes, one must question the influence of thermal
effects in the measurement. There are a few possible mechanisms through which thermal effects
can manifest themselves. First, thermal effects (thermal tip elongation, photophoresis etc.) can
occur at the frequency of interest. We can safely rule out this possibility since we modulate the
light at ~ 200 kHz , which is well above the thermal response times which are typically of the
order of milliseconds [27,71]. Second, there may be a possibility that thermally induced effects
present at a lower frequency might couple into the higher order resonances we examine. The two
additional major frequencies present are the electrical driving frequency used for feedback
control of 30  40kHz , which is still too high for thermal effects to follow, and the zero
frequency component where effects such as probe elongation can occur. Certainly, small changes
in the shape of the probe may affect its mechanical behavior but such an effect is expected to be
minimal in the frequency range of our measurements. This is in contrast to the electrical
modulation channel where such thermal effects may influence the measured result since
feedback is applied to the electrical modulation channel.
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We emphasize that the measured results are not specific to our tuning fork based NSOM
system but are rather a general phenomenon, observable for both tuning fork and cantilever
based systems. To demonstrate the general nature of our results, one of our colleagues repeated
the experiment using a cantilever based system (WITec alpha300 S) [124]. The only differences
in comparison with the previous measurement were the operation wavelength which was
633 nm and the optical modulation frequency which was 109 Hz , which is significantly

below the lowest mechanical resonance of the probe. We observed quite similar amplitude
distributions, specifically the amplitude was lowest over the pads, moderate over glass and
highest near the edges [125].
The question logically arises as to how this new measurement modality, MF-NSOM,
compares to a-NSOM and s-NSOM in terms of sensitivity and performance. A direct comparison
is difficult because sensing in these two modalities arises from very different physical
mechanisms, specifically energy detection in the case of standard NSOM and the mechanical
action of optical fields in the case of MF-NSOM. In some respects, MF-NSOM is similar to sNSOM and thus shares many of its advantages over a-NSOM, including the fact that the
achievable spatial resolution is limited by the size of the probe rather than by the fraction of a
wavelength necessary to get sufficient light transmission through the probe’s aperture. Thus both
MF-SNOM and s-NSOM have a broader range of wavelengths with which a single probe will
interact. It should be emphasized though that while the tip of s-NSOM probe may scatter a broad
range of wavelengths, the performance is still limited by the ability to detect that optical
radiation, this time in the far-field of the sample. As demonstrated here, the MF-NSOM approach
permits true broadband detection with a single measurement system; this detection may even be
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extended to wavelengths for which other sensors may be impractical to use, such as the far IR
and THz.
The use of metallic probes in near-field measurements is a notorious complication due to
associated thermal effects. In this context, an additional benefit of MF-NSOM is the possibility
to collect near-field data with either metal coated or uncoated probes. Combined with the high
modulation frequency used to detect the optical force, this means that thermal effects may be
expected to be negligibly small in the optical force detection channel.
7.6

Conclusions

We have demonstrated a novel measurement technique that allows detecting near-field
optical radiation with high spatial resolution by exciting the probe’s oscillation at two different
frequencies: one driven electrically and providing the typical AFM feedback and another one
provided directly by optically-induced forces acting on the probe. We have also shown that such
multi-frequency near-field scanning measurements (MF-NSOM) can be performed with both
tuning fork and cantilever based systems. This operation modality provides an attractive
alternative to standard NSOM in cases where common detection of optical radiation is
practically cumbersome, such as in the long wavelength regime, or when it is desirable to use a
single probe for sensing a broad range of wavelengths, including those in the far IR and THz.
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8

SUMMARY OF ORIGINAL CONTRIBUTIONS AND
CONCLUSIONS

The pursuit of designing devices which are faster, smaller and cheaper is increasingly
driving research and innovation, leading to an explosion of work in the field of nanotechnology,
including nanobiotechnology. Critical to this pursuit are tools to characterize these
nanostructured devices. Light microscopy enables low cost, high throughput, nondestructive
sample imaging. However the resolution is limited to the diffraction limit of light, or about
250 nm . One promising technique to improve this resolution is Near-Field Scanning Optical

Microscopy (NSOM), which relies on the interaction of a sharp probe with high spatial
resolution evanescent near-fields located in the vicinity of the sample surface.
This interaction has enabled sub-diffraction limited imaging, but proper interpretation
and quantification of the collected images demands a thorough understanding of the complex tipsample-light interaction. For instance, previous studies have demonstrated z-motion and
thermally induced effects present in the interaction which may influence or even overwhelm the
desired NSOM signal.
In order to collect high resolution images, a feedback loop is typically employed to
ideally maintain a constant tip-sample separation close to the surface. Because the light detection
relies on counting photons whereas the feedback relies on maintaining a constant force gradient
on the probe, these two channels are often assumed to be independent. However, light in addition
to consisting of photons which may be counted by a photodetector also exerts a force on the
probe with which it interacts. We have shown that at moderate light intensities commonly
employed in NSOM, the strength of light induced force is comparable to that of typical surface
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forces 1. Thus, the presence of these forces introduces an artificial “topography of light”
superimposed on the actual surface topography. Consequently the tip-sample separation is
modified, meaning that the light is measured at a different location in the exponentially decaying
near fields. Furthermore the strength of this effect depends on the local strength and gradient of
the electromagnetic fields. This means the tip may follow the sample surface globally with only
local deviations where the fields are the strongest – typically exactly the locations of peak
interest. Thus care should be exercised to ensure the feedback is dominated by the surface forces
at all location in the scan or at a minimum that all deviations are well characterized.
While the sensitivity of the probe to the local optically induced force gradients may be
undesirable in typical NSOM experiments, force detection provides unique opportunities for
device characterization. For example, the strength of the optically induced force gradient may be
quantitatively determined for either propagating or evanescent fields by recording topography
maps at several illumination intensities 2. Notably, during this procedure, one can also determine
the tip-sample separation at closest approached, a quantity which is otherwise cumbersome to
obtain. Not only does this permit the quantitative determination of the strength of optically
induced force gradient acting on the probe, but a well characterized light distribution may
likewise be used to characterize other unknown forces such as, for instance, the Casimir force in
a nanostructured optomechanical devices.

1

Dana C. Kohlgraf‐Owens, Sergey Sukhov, and Aristide Dogariu, “Optical‐force‐induced artifacts in scanning probe

microscopy”, Opt. Lett. 36, 4758‐4760 (2011).
2

Dana C. Kohlgraf‐Owens, Sergey Sukhov, and Aristide Dogariu, “Mapping the mechanical action of light”, Phys.

Rev. A, 84, 011807(R) (2011).
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Controlled studies of the interaction between the force gradient and the scanning probe
demonstrate that the specific field components measured which interact with the probe are
complementary to the components collected with the probe aperture in a typically NSOM
experiment 3. Thus, two-dimensional scans (images) obtained from the force gradient and NSOM
detection may be combined in a single measurement to provide two complementary measures of
the 3D field distribution. This permits the collection of both transverse and longitudinal fields in
a single measurement.
Finally the scanning probe may be used to measure not only the gradient of the optically
induced forces but also the force itself 4. This is accomplished by modulating the optical field to
drive the oscillation of the probe at a frequency near a tuning fork resonance. In this manner, the
light is detected not in the far-field by a photon counting detector but rather locally by the
piezoelectrically generated current the force induces on the tuning fork. This permits the
simultaneous acquisition of the topography and optical force at two separate frequencies. In
addition, because a tuning fork has a high Q, it effectively filters radiation which is excited off
resonance. Thus, the tuning fork acts as an inexpensive, compact lock-in detector.
In addition to the unique opportunities offered by the detection of light induced forces
and force gradients in the visible domain, it should also be noted the additional benefit of
detection over a very broad range of wavelengths, including the THz and infrared. This type of

3

Dana C. Kohlgraf‐Owens, Sergey Sukhov, and Aristide Dogariu, “Discrimination of Field Components in Optical

Probe Microscopy”, Opt. Lett, 37, 3606 (2012).
4

D. Kohlgraf‐Owens, L. Greusard, S. Sukhov, Y. De Wilde, and A. Dogariu, "Multi‐Frequency Near‐Field Scanning

Optical Microscopy," submitted, (2013).
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local field detection is of particular interest in this long wavelength regime where the range of
available detectors is limited.
In closing, by careful and systematic NSOM measurements, we demonstrated the
presence and the utility of optically induced forces that on scanning probes. Most of the findings
are rather general and can be applied to other scanning modalities. Optimized design of probe
geometry and experimental configurations is expected to lead to increased force sensitivity,
making, particularly the direct force detection technique introduced in Chapter 7, a viable
alternative to standard NSOM imaging modalities.
.
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